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Foreword by Sylvester Turner, Mayor of the City of Houston
Transportation is a vital component of our modern
existence. It touches almost every aspect of our lives.
Our transportation networks shape our communities,
define how we get to work and school, and make it
possible to visit family and friends. Transportation
influences the well-being of our citizens and the health
of our economy, so it’s no surprise that local
governments are always focused on our transportation
networks—and on ways to improve them.
The good news is that, thanks to new technologies, we
have good options for improving our transportation
networks to achieve a multitude of societal benefits. In
fact, there is enormous opportunity for progress and
innovation in the transportation sector. Emerging
technologies offer the potential for lower pollution and
better transit. Smarter vehicles and transportation
systems can help Americans get where they need to go
more rapidly and safely than ever before. And we can
accomplish all that while also ensuring that we’re
protecting our climate and providing cleaner, healthier
air that we all can breathe.
A modern, advanced transportation system can help us achieve multiple public health and public policy
goals at once, like reducing pollution and decreasing congestion. A range of smart policies now exist
that can speed the transition to the transportation systems of the future, and local governments will be
a key player as we move toward the adoption and implementation of those policies. It’s local and state
governments that will lead the way as we adopt emerging transportation technologies.
Cities and states have an enormous opportunity right now to support cleaner and smarter transportation
networks. This toolkit is designed to help seize those opportunities and put the best technologies to
work. It has a menu of options that are available today that will cut pollution and improve air quality
while supporting advanced, accessible transportation networks. Its pages detail a host of win-win
policies that local and state government have the authority to adopt and put to work, right now.
Our cities are ready to move forward and implement solutions that will make our communities stronger.
Hopefully, this toolkit will make it easier to take action.
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Introduction
The transportation sector is a critical component of a functioning, modern economy. From daily commutes to
large scale goods movement, the majority of U.S. residents depend on this sector every day. In fact, the Bureau of
Transportation Statistics estimates that 9 percent of U.S. gross domestic product (GDP) is attributable to
transportation.
However, the transportation sector also has significant impacts on communities’ health. More than half of all
ground level ozone-forming nitrogen oxide (NOx) pollution comes from vehicles, and ozone can cause breathing
problems especially for children, people with respiratory diseases including asthma, and even healthy adults who
exercise or work outdoors. In areas that have already achieved important reductions from the electric sector,
transportation sector’s contribution level can be much higher. And about ten percent of nationwide fine
particulate matter, and a much higher percentage of urban particulates, also comes from the transportation sector.
Coarse particulate matter can cause upper respiratory tract health problems, and fine particles can cause heart
attacks, strokes, asthma, and bronchitis, as well as premature death from heart ailments, lung disease, and cancer.
Additionally, the transportation sector is now the leading source of carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions in the U.S.
Climate change is increasing risks to states and local governments, from increased severe storms that place
homes, communities, businesses, and critical infrastructure at risk, to long and more dangerous heat spells that
make cities harder to live in, to threats to economic and agricultural output and productivity. In the face of these
challenges, states and local governments are taking action to reduce CO2 emissions to limit such impacts, as well
as considering changes to local economic and urban design—including transportation systems—to adapt to
changes that have already occurred.
Commuting also affects people’s wellbeing as it constitutes a large and rising portion of an average day—the
average U.S. daily commute is close to an hour in total, and more than 12 million Americans spend more than two
hours each day on their commute.1 Research has shown that longer commutes are linked with increased rates of
negative health conditions (such as obesity and depression) and lower life satisfaction.2
Policies that aim to improve the transportation sector have a high opportunity for improving environmental and
social justice outcomes, and indeed, can achieve numerous interlocking goals. These goals might include
pollution reductions, congestion reduction, quality of life and economic productivity improvements, and even
improving electric system performance. Furthermore, policymakers from across all jurisdictions, including states
and local governments, have significant opportunity and ability to shape local outcomes, regardless of any federal
actions.
Policies can also take advantage of the recent explosion in new transportation approaches and technologies. On
the technological side, for example, the electric vehicle (EV) market is rapidly expanding, with annual sales
growing by nearly a third year over year, and hundreds of fully or hybrid EVs projected to be commercially
available by 2025—both of which hold significant opportunities for reducing emissions.3 For example, General
Motors has committed to adding 20 electric and fuel cell vehicles by 2023 (two by 2019).4 And, by 2025,
Volkswagen intends to globally introduce 80 new EVs, including 50 all-electric cars and 30 plug-in hybrids.5
States and local governments are also beginning to focus on the transportation sector in economic development
planning, with initiatives like Smart Cities, Transportation for America, and more placing transportation at the
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center of urban planning.* Policymakers are also moving toward including the entire transportation sector in
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions reduction goals and programs.†
This paper explores the broad range of tools available to policymakers, especially at the state and city level, who
are looking to improve their transportation sector. By highlighting options, key considerations, and examples of
successfully implemented policies, this paper provides an introduction of policy options so that policymakers and
stakeholders can consider the potential process to evaluate which policies or programs may be appropriate for a
specific jurisdiction.
This paper first provides a detailed overview of the various overlapping goals for advanced transportation
policies, and then includes a summary of states and local governments’ legal authority to undertake these next
generation policies. The bulk of the paper consists of the “Transportation Toolkit” of policies and programs that
can serve as a reference resource for policymakers. While certainly not a comprehensive list of possible
transportation policies, it focuses on those with widespread and increasing adoption, as well as some promising
emerging strategies, that have the potential to capture health and environmental benefits. The Toolkit is divided
into three general categories—emissions-focused programs, electrification programs, and broader programmatic
measures—though there are significant overlaps among these categories as noted throughout. Figure 1 displays
the range of policies and programs included in the Toolkit, including how these policies may contribute to goals
as well as key administrative considerations.

*
†

See section “Development Standards and Congestion Reduction Approaches” below.
See section “Emissions-Focused Measures” below.
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Figure 1

Summary Key for the Policy Toolkit: Potential Contributions to Goals and Key Considerations

This figure displays key aspects of each toolkit policy. First, it shows how each policy may help a policymaker achieve each of the five policy
goals explored in more depth in this paper by highlighting how much, on a relative basis, a policy could potentially contribute to each goal. For
example, a policy that has a large potential to reduce GHG emissions would be marked as “High,” or green. It also synthesizes key administrative
requirements from a city and state perspective, such as overall regulatory administrative requirements, regulatory funding considerations,
timeframe, whether the regulations could be preempted by the Clean Air Act depending on their design, whether a regulator can use existing
authority to develop a program or may require state legislative action. For example, the “Funding Considerations” column takes into account the
funding that would be required to establish and operate the program from a regulatory perspective but does not necessarily take into account
participant costs. It is important to note that these designations are broadly based on existing programs and experiences, and that local policy
decisions and factors will determine ultimate program administrative requirements.
Emissions-focused measures are those that directly target reductions in emissions, including greenhouse gas emissions, particulate matter, and
smog-forming NOx emissions. There are a range of policies that can target this goal and can often create numerous co-benefits in the process.
Policymakers can implement direct emissions standards, requiring that individual vehicles or fleets of vehicles reach certain emissions level per
mile traveled. Alternatively, policymakers can design market-based policies that create an incentive to adopt technologies or practices that lower
the targeted emissions.
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EVs are a rapidly growing technology with opportunity to reduce pollution, mitigate climate change, integrate with the electric grid to help improve
stability, and advance technological development. Policies that support the electrification of light- and heavy-duty vehicles include direct financial
incentives, support for infrastructure from state and local governments, and encouraging or facilitating electric utility support of EVs and
infrastructure.
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Because transportation is inextricably intertwined with economic activity of states and local governments, there are many broader programmatic
measures that may not be solely transportation focused but can have significant impacts on the sector. For instance, many policies surrounding
urban planning, such as development standards or economic development, have significant transportation components. In addition, marketing
and educational efforts, while critical to the success of many initiatives discussed throughout this paper, are often not limited to one initiative but
can span multiple programs and goals.
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Goals of Advanced Transportation Policies
Transportation policies can achieve numerous interlocking environmental, economic, and social goals. These
goals might include emissions reductions, congestion reduction, quality of life and economic productivity
improvements, and even electric system performance improvements.

Local Emissions Reductions and Health Impacts
Transportation policies can greatly reduce local criteria air pollutant levels that lead to smog and increased danger
from asthma, heart disease, and other health risks. In 2014, vehicles emitted 55 percent of all NOx pollution, but
in areas that have already achieved important reductions from the electric sector, the transportation sector’s
contribution level can be much higher.6 Transportation is also responsible for about ten percent of nationwide
fine particulate matter, and a much higher percentage of urban particulates.7 For example, the California Air
Resources Board observes that diesel particulate matter is responsible for about 70 percent of the total known
cancer risk related to air toxics in California.8 Since these emissions are often local in their effects, reducing
transportation emissions can significantly improve the health and well-being of communities in urban areas or
around transportation corridors, which are often low-income or otherwise vulnerable or disadvantaged
communities.9 Adverse public health outcomes disproportionately burden low-income communities and
communities of color. Although low-income communities often live nearest to sources of transportation
emissions, such as railyards, highways, and ports, low-income communities also face the greatest barriers to
access in clean transportation and mobility.10
A wide variety of state and local policies can be designed to reduce local air emissions. These policies could
include: (1) supporting alternative forms of low or no-emitting transportation (public transit, for example, or
walking and biking); (2) encouraging the use of zero emission vehicles (ZEVs), which do not contribute to local
air pollution through tailpipe emissions; or (3) reducing traffic and in-city emissions through congestion or idling
reduction policies. For example, Paris and Mexico City have committed to eliminate all diesel vehicles by 2025
in order to improve local air quality.11 Washington State, similar to many other states, is taking a broad,
programmatic approach, using the opportunity through funds received in the Volkswagen Settlement to “make
transformative improvements across Washington’s transportation sector…by investing in advanced zero emission
technologies and prioritizing publicly owned transportation fleets” with the goal of substantially reducing public
exposure to transportation-related NOx and particulate emissions.12 Actions included in the state’s plan include
investments in electric buses and ferries and deployment of EV charging infrastructure.

Greenhouse Gas Reduction
States and local governments have taken leadership roles in setting targets to reduce GHGs, including from the
transportation sector. Twenty-two U.S. states and the District of Columbia have goals or targets for emissions
reductions, the most common being an economy-wide 80 percent reduction in GHGs from 1990 levels by 2050
(see Figure 2), a commonly cited target to avoid the worst of climate change impacts. Globally, more than 7,000
cities have pledged to continue climate action and emissions reductions even in light of U.S. federal government
withdrawal from domestic and international climate programs and agreements.13 In addition, thousands of cities
have made GHG reduction commitments. In the United States, 226 cities and 26 counties have signed on to the
We Are Still In Declaration, a group of leaders committing to “working together to take forceful action and to
ensure that the U.S. remains a global leader in reducing emissions.”14 Mayors of 75 cities, representing 42 million
Americans and as part of the Climate Mayors initiative, wrote a letter to President Trump in March 2017 to
“affirm our cities’ commitments to taking every action possible to achieve the principles and goals of the Paris
Climate Agreement, and to engage states, businesses and other sectors to join us.”15 Additionally, a subset of
Mid-Atlantic and Northeast states are seeking input on strategies that they should consider to reduce carbon
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emissions from the transportation sector, modernize the transportation system, and increase investments to
support zero-emission vehicles.16
Figure 2

State GHG Reduction Goals and Targets (all reductions from 1990 levels by 2050 unless otherwise noted)

Figure 3

City and State Climate Commitments

U.S. Climate Alliance
Other States Supporting Paris Agreement
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Mayors Climate Action Agenda Members and
We Are Still In Signatories

The electric sector continues to make significant progress in reducing its GHG emissions. Since 2005, carbon
dioxide (CO2) emissions from the electric sector have fallen by more than 25 percent. As a result, emissions from
the transportation sector are now the leading source of CO2 emissions in the U.S.17 To reach long-term
greenhouse gas goals, reducing emissions from the transportation sector is critical. In 2016, the transportation
sector overtook the electric sector to have the highest CO2 emissions.18 In addition to the need for continue
improvement in fuel economy for vehicles, the level of needed long-term reductions in transportation-sector
emissions are only achievable through a dramatic shift away from gasoline and diesel vehicles to low- or zeroemitting electric transportation.19 For example, NRDC’s Pathways Analysis forecasts that by 2050, under an 80
percent reduction scenario, electricity will supply 45 percent of all energy needs, up from 20 percent today, and
total vehicle-miles traveled (VMT) in personal vehicles would drop significantly.20 This includes the
electrification of large portions of the vehicle fleet: EVs would account for 60 percent of car VMT, and electricity
would power significant portions of medium-duty vehicles, passenger rail, and (to a lesser extent) freight rail. In
California, 80 percent by 2050 planning contemplates achieving 100 percent zero emissions vehicles in the lightduty sector by 2050.21 New York City’s 80 x 50 plan notes that to reach its targets it will have to build on its
planned investments in better buses, an expanded bike network, safer streets, and improved transit to explore
additional ways to reduce emissions. The plan notes that increasing the use of low- or zero-emission vehicles will
be critical to reach these targets.22

Economic Development, Advanced City Design, and Congestion Reduction
Because the transportation sector is a significant contributor to, and foundation for, economic activity, many
broader economic and community initiatives have a large transportation component. Many states and local
governments have policies in place to improve quality of life in cities by improving environmental conditions and
developing community spaces that are clean, efficient, economically prosperous, productive, and conducive to
high quality resident life. City planning can have a significant impact on transportation emissions. For example,
transit-oriented development can reduce vehicle miles traveled (VMT) in private vehicles and reduce the number
of vehicles on the road, which can reduce congestion and emissions. These policies can also be paired with clean
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and electrified mass transit initiatives to even further reduce emissions. Other policy choices can increase
opportunities for bicycling and cycling commuting, such as bike lanes and bike-friendly traffic regulations, which
also improve city foot traffic and economic activity and can help reduce traffic-related injuries and fatalities.*
Congestion reduction is also a common goal of policymakers. When congestion contributes to longer commutes,
it can lead to increased rates of negative health conditions (such as obesity and depression) and lower life
satisfaction.23 Congestion above certain levels can also decrease the rate of employment and productivity
growth.24 Reducing congestion by reducing vehicles on the road can contribute to lowering these negative health
and economic outcomes as well as potentially lowering emissions (both through fewer cars on the road and
reducing the amount of time spent emitting while stuck in traffic). However, congestion reduction does not
necessarily result in emissions decreases if such reduction results in more vehicles in use or reduced idling
emissions are offset by increases in the speed of traffic (emissions increase per mile traveled above certain
thresholds).25 Policymakers can make efforts to design programs to target emissions reductions and other
environmental outcomes, such as by reducing congestion with the use of shared transport and use of non-vehiclebased transportation methods (e.g., walking, biking).
Policies can also be designed to specifically benefit low- and moderate-income and disadvantaged communities.
These communities, which have the fewest resources to address environmental challenges, are often those most
exposed to local air pollution and can be the most vulnerable to climate change risks. In addition, for a true
market transformation across the transportation sector, it will be critical to specifically conduct outreach to and
design programs that benefit disadvantaged communities.

Advanced Vehicle Technology Transformation
Transportation policies can also help to advance technological development and transformation that will be
necessary for building a modern, clean, and efficient transportation sector. Already, the market for new
transportation technologies is growing, as evidenced by the significant advancements in efficient new buses, EVs,
and many other technologies explored in the case studies below. Policies can support this transformation through
financial incentives that make new technologies more cost-effective or appealing to customers and producers,
regulatory requirements for certain technologies, standards that require improved technological performance, and
many other mechanisms.
This technological transformation can underlie economic development and transformation as well. A study of the
U.S. Department of Energy Advanced Technology Vehicle Manufacturing program, which encourages
manufacturers to build or retool factories in the United States to build fuel-efficient vehicles or components, noted
that the program has created 38,000 jobs at 17 facilities across eight states. This has in turn supported more than
200,000 additional jobs in the local economy of these facilities, located across the country in states such as Ohio
and Indiana.26
Finally, these policies can also help create a stable market that encourages increased research and development
and provides the regulatory certainty for companies to invest in clean technologies with confidence. Research has
shown that such policies that help to “push” technological change can lower the overall cost of GHG reductions,
especially when designed to create a long-term policy signal.27 In many ways, the effect of policy and induced
technological change has already been seen in the clean transportation market. For example, in its most recent
review of its Advanced Clean Cars program, California noted that EV technology is advancing faster than was

*

See section on “Development Standards and Congestion Reduction Approaches” below for more detail on these policy approaches.
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anticipated just five years ago, leading to policy achievements ahead of schedule and improved environmental
performance of the transportation sector across the state.28

Grid Stability and Renewable Integration
Reforming the transportation sector has the potential to also help support and even improve the electric grid.
Transportation electrification across all components of the sector, from heavy equipment at ports to transit
vehicles to passenger light cars, will require drawing on the electric system. This increase in electricity demand
will require a robust distribution system and require electric utilities and system managers to be strategic about
grid upgrades and planning. If the shift toward electric transportation is done strategically, and in coordination
with the electric system, it has the potential to actually serve to strengthen the grid and help to incorporate other
key clean resources such as renewable wind and solar generation. For example, managed EV charging can absorb
otherwise under-tapped capabilities of the grid (such as excess distribution capacity or renewable generation),
which can then lead to improved revenue flows for better grid maintenance and ultimately better overall rates for
all consumers. Additionally, if integrated into the electric grid well, EVs can provide grid reliability services, such
as local power services, energy storage, and a foundation for resiliency measures such as microgrids.
Policymakers may wish to pursue policies that specifically seek to capture these and other grid benefits.
The National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) Electric Vehicle Grid Integration Project has also been
exploring multiple capabilities related to EV integration. 29 For example, it has studied “managed charging”
capabilities in which EVs, in combination with smart charging infrastructure, can provide value through electric
load management and reduce EV charging costs, and is exploring how it can develop vehicle to grid
communication systems to reduce peak-power demands.
NREL, as well as others, has explored how EVs can help to integrate intermittent renewable resources by acting
as grid-connected batteries. For example, NREL is studying how EVs can support local power quality, especially
in scenarios with a high penetration of renewables, by leveraging charge system power electronics to monitor and
enhance local power quality and improve grid stability. A modeling exercise in Germany also showed that EVs
contributed to balancing intermittent renewable resources, in part by helping to consume nighttime wind
generation.30 States are also taking action to explore EV integration capabilities. California, for example,
established a working group in 201431 and at the end of 2017 released a whitepaper exploring interactions
between EVs and the electric grid and final recommendations for regulatory actions the state could take to
“unlock” the benefits of EVs for the grid.32
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Brief History of State and Local Transportation Policy Legal Authority
State and local governments enjoy substantial authority to encourage a transition to advanced transportation.
These authorities allow them to take a wide variety of actions, including those explored in this paper, to
implement advanced transportation policies that improve public health, reduce emissions, and further clean
transportation technologies and environmental outcomes.
Local planning and transportation policy is traditionally a matter of state and local control. As discussed in more
detail in Appendix A, the Clean Air Act assigns states primary responsibility for ensuring that clean air standards
are met. As the findings of the Act itself provide: “[A]ir pollution prevention (that is, the reduction or
elimination, through any measures, of the amount of pollutants produced or created at the source) and air
pollution control at its source is the primary responsibility of States and local governments.”33 While this general
principle is limited by certain preemption provisions, Congress intended the Clean Air Act to reserve authority to
state and local governments to prevent air pollution, including from mobile sources.
As a result, the advanced transportation policies identified in this paper should be legally permissible actions
either because they:
•
•
•
•
•

address local planning, educational efforts, or other policy arenas that are traditionally a matter of state or
local control;
address the way that vehicles may be used in certain areas, a traditional authority that is specifically
reserved to state and local governments by the Clean Air Act’s savings provisions;
are regulatory actions that do not regulate tailpipe emissions directly, and therefore are not actions
prohibited by the Clean Air Act’s preemptive effect;
align with the special enhanced regulatory role that Congress has reserved for the State of California for
the last half century as well as for any state that adopts vehicle pollution control standard identical to
California’s; or
are non-regulatory actions that may be undertaken by state or local governments as proprietary market
participants.

States and local governments, therefore, can consider opportunities to implement clean transportation incentives
and market-based programs, vehicle registration and use requirements, technology and infrastructure development
programs, public transit initiatives, as well as many other policies without the potential of federal preemption.
In the context of setting emission standards for vehicles, state leadership has also played an important role.
California has authority to adopt its own standards—subject to an EPA preemption waiver—and states may adopt
California’s standards provided the state has an approved State Implementation Plan. This section provides a brief
background on how this policy came to be, how it has been applied in the past, and how California and other
states can pursue emissions reductions opportunities consistent with this authority.

Clean Air Act and the Vehicle Emissions Waiver
Congress first authorized federal air pollution control when it enacted the Clean Air Act in 1963. In 1967,
Congress amended the Act to establish the first comprehensive emissions standards for new automobiles.34 At
that time, only California had previously established comparable state-level vehicle emissions standards—in
1966. In the hearings on Clean Air Act development, Senators from states across the country lauded California’s
leadership in addressing harmful pollution from vehicles and recognized the benefit to the nation as a whole of
California’s role as a laboratory for innovation in this space. Thus, though Section 209 of the Clean Air Act
barred any “State or any political division thereof” from implementing emission standards for new vehicles, it
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also required EPA to waive this restriction for “any state which has adopted standards…prior to March 30,
1966”—i.e., California.35
Section 209(b) explains that EPA “shall” waive this restriction if California determines that its standards will be,
in aggregate, at least as protective of public health and welfare as the federal standards. It states that the
Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) must grant the waiver unless he or she establishes
that any following three conditions are met:
•
•
•

California was arbitrary and capricious in its finding that its standards will be, in the aggregate, at least as
protective of public health and welfare as applicable federal standards;
California does not need such state standards to meet compelling and extraordinary conditions; or
California’s standards and accompanying enforcement procedures are not consistent with Section 202(a)
of the Clean Air Act, which lays out the technological feasibility and lead-time requirements for federal
vehicle emission standards. 36

When California files an application for waiver, EPA publishes a notice for public hearing and written comment
in the Federal Register. 37 Once the comment period expires, EPA reviews the comments and the Administrator
determines whether any of the above conditions are present. If not, the Act requires EPA to grant the wavier.
This provision has important implications for other states as well. Under Clean Air Act Section 177, other states
can choose to adopt a California standard for which a waiver has been granted. 38 For a state to implement
California standards in lieu of federal standards, it must adopt standards identical to California’s at least two years
before the standards will be effective. These states, often called “Section 177 States,” are not required to seek
EPA approval of this decision, though their decision to adopt California’s standards is usually discussed and
justified in State Implementation Plans (SIPs) that address a state’s path to meeting air quality standards and that
are submitted to EPA.39
EPA first waived the vehicle emission standard prohibition for
California in 1968.40 Since that date, California has requested and
been granted waivers for regulations regarding on-road motor
vehicles more than 50 times.41 The vehicle emissions standards
covered under these waivers have applied to a range of vehicle
types, including light-, medium-, and heavy-duty vehicles. EPA has
only fully denied one waiver request—California’s GHG emission
standards for 2009 and later model years—which EPA later
reconsidered and granted.42 As discussed in more detail below, the
Trump Administration has recently proposed to revoke California’s
waiver to establish GHG emissions standards for years 2021 and
beyond.43

Congress “has also provided
that EPA is not to overturn
California’s judgment lightly…
California is to have the
broadest possible discretion in
selecting the best means to
protect the health of its citizens.”
U.S. Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit, Motor &
Equipment Manufacturers Ass’n v. Nichols, 1998

California Vehicle Standards: Incorporating GHG Emissions Standards
In 2002, the California Legislature passed a law that directed the Air Resources Board to establish the first GHG
emissions standards for passenger vehicles. The California Air Resources Board (ARB) accordingly adopted
regulations in 2004 that applied to passenger vehicles and light trucks beginning with the 2009 model year and
extended through 2025. The ARB requested a waiver under Section 209 of the Clean Air Act in December
2005.44 After a significant delay, on March 6, 2008, EPA denied California’s waiver request after determining that
California did not need its GHG standards to meet “compelling and extraordinary conditions.” However, on June
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30, 2009, EPA granted the waiver for the standards through 2025, reversing the previous administration’s
finding.45
With this waiver approved, California proceeded with implementing its GHG standards. The section on “Lightand Heavy-Duty Vehicle Emissions Standards” in the Toolkit below describes the current California standards.

Current Section 177 States
As discussed above, under section 177 of the Clean Air Act, states have the authority to adopt emission standards
identical to California’s. Such “Section 177 states” are not required to seek EPA approval before adopting a
California standard provided that California has obtained a waiver from the EPA for that specific standard. Each
state may have a different pathway to adopting these standards—some may do so under existing regulatory
authority, while others may require legislation.
A coalition of states began adopting California’s more protective vehicle emissions standards in the early 1990s.46
As of June 2018, 13 states and Washington, D.C. have adopted or intend to adopt at least some aspect of
California’s more protective emissions standards.* In 2016, these states represented nearly 35 percent of the U.S.
light duty vehicle market. 47 Other states may evaluate the benefits of adopting these standards as well.

Trump Administration Waiver Activity
On August 24, 2018, the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) and EPA published the
proposed Safer Affordable Fuel Efficient (SAFE) Vehicles Rule. The proposed SAFE Rule would establish less
stringent fuel economy and GHG emissions standards for passenger cars and light trucks for model years 2021
through 2026.48
As part of this rulemaking, EPA has proposed for the first time to withdraw the waiver that EPA granted to
California for the GHG and ZEV components of its vehicle regulations. The proposal asserts that it must
withdraw the waiver based on the argument that NHTSA has proposed to issue an opinion that the Energy Policy
and Conservation Act (EPCA) preempts all state standards related to fuel economy, which are linked to the CO2
emission standards. EPA also argues that California does not need its GHG or ZEV standards to meet compelling
and extraordinary conditions “because those standards address environmental problems that are not particular or
unique to California.” Further, EPA proposes to find that the California standards are technologically infeasible.
Additionally, the proposal would preclude the use of Section 177 by other states to adopt the California emission
standards based on the argument that Section 177 only applies to criteria pollution.
EPA has not finalized this proposal. If EPA does move forward to revoke this waiver, California and multiple
Section 177 states have stated that they will challenge this action in court. Legal experts have questioned whether
the statute gives EPA the authority to withdraw a waiver once granted, as the Clean Air Act's text only provides
the process for granting or refusing to grant a waiver upon a petition by California.49 These experts have further
argued that if any authority to revoke a waiver exists, it is limited to conditions that EPA has failed to meet in the
proposed SAFE Rule.50 These issues would likely be central to litigation challenges.

*

These states that have adopted the standards are: Connecticut, Delaware, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, New Jersey, New York,
Oregon, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, Vermont, and Washington. Colorado Governor Hickenlooper has issued an executive order
requiring the Department of Public Health and Environment to promulgate regulations adopting California’s emissions standards and
in August 2018 the Department took the first steps to promulgate these regulations.
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Transportation Toolkit: Policy Options for States and Local
Governments
Policies to create an advanced, clean, and efficient transportation sector can achieve multiple goals, from reducing
pollution to improving economic outcomes and community development. The specific policies that a jurisdiction
chooses to implement are dependent in part on what outcomes policymakers are targeting, as well as many other
local considerations. The policies discussed in this paper constitute a “Transportation Toolkit” highlighting a
broad range of proven options that policymakers can start with in order to explore city or state initiatives. While
certainly not a comprehensive list of possible transportation policies, it focuses on those with widespread and
increasing adoption and that incorporate some focus on environmental outcomes.
These policies are split into three general categories: emissions-focused programs; electrification programs; and
broader programmatic measures. The first are those policies that support state and local government achievement
of emissions targets, whether through a price on GHG emissions or through the creation of specific emissions
standards. Electrification programs include those policies that are specifically focused on electric transportation,
and for the purposes of this paper, on-road transportation, ranging from light duty vehicles to heavy-duty transit.
Finally, broader programmatic measures are those that incorporate other urban planning considerations, such as
development standards or economic development, and educational efforts, which can span all initiatives. As
noted throughout, there are significant overlaps among and within these categories, but there are also important
policy synergies highlighted.
For each policy, this paper provides a brief overview of the basic policy design and key considerations that
policymakers may face in order to provide a framework for thinking about how a given policy may work in a
given jurisdiction. Also included are numerous case studies and examples of programs, primarily in the U.S. but
also internationally, that demonstrate successful implementation of these policies and provide policymakers with
ideas for how to move forward with structuring a new program.

Emissions-Focused Measures
A primary objective of many policymakers in improving the transportation sector is to reduce GHG or local
pollution emissions. While GHG emissions contribute to climate change, local pollutants are the primary cause of
smog, soot, and many air quality pollution health hazards. There are a range of policies that can directly help
reduce emissions and that can often create numerous co-benefits in the process. Policymakers can implement
direct emissions standards for state or local government fleets, requiring that individual vehicles or fleets of
vehicles reach a certain emissions level per mile traveled. States can also adopt California’s emission standards
under section 177 of the Clean Air Act. Additionally, policymakers can design market-based policies imposing a
CO2 price and create an incentive to adopt technologies or practices that lower those emissions.

State, Local, and Private Fleet-Based Measures
Fleet-based measures are an opportunity for more localized entities, such as municipalities, counties, and large
federal functions and agencies such as the U.S. Postal Service and Department of Defense to establish vehicle
fleet performance and purchasing standards as well as emissions targets and thereby drive fleet transformation at a
more granular scale. Across the U.S., some state governments, local governments, and companies are directing
that new vehicle purchases in fleets (e.g., vehicles owned by police and emergency services, public utilities,
transit departments, maintenance departments, and more) be powered by electricity or alternative fuels, often with
funding set aside to enable these municipal fleets to convert to electric, hybrid, or biodiesel-fueled vehicles.
Recent technological advancements have opened doors to improvements in fuel efficiency while new offerings for
electric and hybrid cars or buses are added to the market each year. In some cases, materials have enabled
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vehicles to reduce weight while retaining the ability to perform the same amount of heavy work. Additionally,
some vehicles, especially new vehicles, that are equipped with telematics software can collect data on fleet usage
patterns and can streamline reporting while aiding planners in gaining a better understanding of use that will
ultimately inform strategies for meeting more protective standards. Prioritizing the purchase of new vehicles with
advanced emissions controls can provide states and local governments an important opportunity for emissions
reductions.
Fleet standards can be “formal” and “informal.” A more formalized approach might be through laws and
executive orders that set specific implementation pathways such as incrementally increasing the number of EVs to
be added to the fleet with funding, plans, and rebates for how to meet this target. In contrast, an “informal”
approach may not be founded in specific new legislative or regulatory authority. For example, policymakers
could pledge key milestone years for percent reduction in fleet emissions or create a program to collect and
distribute operational best practice guidance for both existing and new technologies. An informal program could
also involve emissions reductions commitments implemented on a private, company-wide basis. Such informal
programs would likely be most effective if also supported by support and incentives from city or state
policymakers (see, e.g., the Chicago Clean Cities Coalition case study below).
Policies can have different underlying goals, such as GHG reductions, criteria pollutant reductions to improve air
quality, or fuel efficiency. It is more common for the local fleet-based measures to focus on cutting emissions,
especially as a mechanism for improving localized air quality. This goal is often achieved by setting targets that
reduce overall fleet size and by replacing emitting vehicles within the fleet with zero-emitting or alternative fuel
vehicles. Key decision points to ensure program success may include: deciding the type of target (e.g., GHG
reductions or fuel efficiency standards), whether the program will require the passage of laws, and whether and
how to establish and distribute funds for implementation (e.g., from appropriations processes or grant programs).
States like California, Illinois, New York and Washington have passed laws that direct that a certain number of
vehicles or percentage of the fleet must be zero-emitting by a target year, and some have set aside funding for
fleet management through telematics deployment, to track progress. Massachusetts has adopted regulations
setting mass-based declining caps for state agencies’ associated transportation emissions.51
Alternatively, other states like Colorado have pledged to cut fuel consumption but have not yet mandated a
specific number of alternative fuel vehicles that will be needed to meet the goal. City- and company-level actions
exist too, particularly in the form of funding set aside for the acquisition of greener vehicles over time.

Case Study: City of Minneapolis Green Fleet Policy
Implemented by the City in 2011, the Green Fleet Policy aims to reduce GHGs from all vehicles and
heavy equipment under the jurisdiction of the City Council. The Policy inspired a city-wide commitment
of 30 percent reduction in economy-wide GHG emissions from a 2006 baseline by 2025.52 Key
objectives of the 2011 Green Fleet Policy include:
•

Implementing an inventory and reporting to track fleet-wide GHG emissions.

•

Educating city staff on best practices of eco-driving to reduce emissions from actions such as
unnecessary vehicle idling. Using advanced emissions controls to reduce tailpipe emissions.

•

Purchasing new vehicles, when necessary, that are more fuel-efficient or use alternative fuels to
ensure emissions reductions.
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Thus far, the city has exceeded its 2015 economy-wide target of a 15 percent reduction by a few
percentage points.53 Key actions that city agencies and partners have taken include:
•

Fleet reduction and optimization by “eliminating or reassigning un- or under-used vehicles while
promoting car-pooling across departmental lines.” 54

•

Using life-cycle economic and environmental impact analyses to provide support for the
purchases of smaller, lower-emission vehicles using the EPA SmartWay list for guidance while
retiring older vehicles prone to emitting more pollutants.55

•

Reconditioning and recycling of all fleet oil, and commitment to using greener products for
procedures such as vehicle body cleaning and degreasing.

•

Partnership with the University of Minnesota and Minneapolis Solid Waste and Recycling to test
an all-electric garbage truck.56

•

Improvements in Metro Transit (which serves both Minneapolis and St. Paul) fleet-wide fuel
efficiency by 15 percent since 2008 with improved performance of diesel buses and the addition
of hybrid buses.57 Metro Transit has altered its operations by running the larger, articulated, 60foot buses on express routes and only during rush hours when fewer stops are made to reduce
idling and improve the fuel economy of the diesel buses. Additionally, hybrid electric buses
have been added to the fleet since 2002 such that they now comprise 15 percent of the fleet’s
more than 900 buses.

Companies can also implement fleet standards, and interest in these programs has grown with customer concern
about air quality, noise pollution, and environmental stewardship. However, there can be barriers to
implementing fleet goals in the private sector. Not all fleet technologies will result in savings to cover costs
within a given recovery window, which can make investment difficult to justify fiscally. Local governments can
support such actions by allocating funding to subsidize these transitions. Additionally, long term, strategic
planning ahead of decision making can help to realize fleet transformation at the private scale: incorporating clean
advanced technologies into already necessary maintenance or fleet replacement can lower overall costs (and avoid
stranded investment) and provide a more appealing business case.
Such programs can have significant results. For example, Carrier Corporation, through right-sizing vehicles,
reducing vehicle weights, and other measures reduced its fleet emissions by 30 percent and saves $1 million each
year in fuel costs.58 ADT Security Services, in replacing a large portion of its fleet with newer, cleaner, vehicles,
cut more than $5.3 million in fuel costs each year, a nearly 20 percent reduction.59 And New York City’s
acquisition of more than 2,000 EVs as part of its 29,000 vehicle fleet is expected to reduce gasoline consumption
by 2.5 million gallons and reduce GHG emissions by up to 9 percent by 2025.60
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Case Study: Chicago Clean Cities Coalition
Certain companies are also leading the way in adopting clean vehicles for their operational fleets. Each
year, the Chicago Area Clean Cities Coalition recognizes green fleets from commercial to government
use that are leaders in limiting the burning of fossil fuels and reducing emissions while improving air
quality. The nonprofit coalition uses this list as an opportunity to highlight and praise the leaders while
providing examples of what these companies are doing such that others can learn from these initiatives
to inspire broader implementation in the future. In 2017, the Coalition announced the top winners
including FedEx Express, Commonwealth Edison Company (ComEd), Forest Preserve District of
DuPage County, Waste Management, Peapod, Chicago Transit Authority (CTA), Coca-Cola, and Watts
on Wheels.61 All fleets selected operate in the Chicago area and were recognized for their use of clean
vehicle technologies and cost mitigation measures with examples of green fleet measures including:
•

CTA is the primary public transit agency that serves the city and operates more than 200 hybrid
buses, over 250 hybrid electric buses, and two all-electric buses, which combined reduced the
fleet’s 2016 fuel consumption by 130,000 gallons.

•

Coca-Cola introduced nine hybrid and EVs to its Chicago-region fleet in the last year, displacing
nearly 6,500 gallons of petroleum-based fuels.

Light- and Heavy-Duty Vehicle Emissions Standards
Vehicle emissions standards set individual or fleet-wide vehicle standards for emissions of pollutants, such as
NOx or GHGs. In the U.S., standards for both local criteria pollutants and GHGs are primarily set at the federal
level by EPA. However, as noted in the legal underpinnings section above, states can also adopt the California
motor vehicle emissions standards, so long as any adopting state has an approved State Implementation Plan.*
Meanwhile, the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) has separate authority to set fuel
economy standards.

Current Status of Federal and State Emissions Standards
The Federal government adopted vehicle GHG emissions standards through a Joint Proposal in 2009 between
EPA and NHTSA.62 This proposal was the result of an agreement among EPA, NHTSA, California and the auto
industry for the federal agencies to work together to set GHG and Fuel Economy standards for model year 2012 to
2016 light duty vehicles. In 2010, EPA and NHTSA issued their final rule for these standards.63 In 2012, EPA
issued emission standards for model year 2017 to 2025 light-duty vehicles.64 NHTSA issued companion lightduty fuel efficiency rules for model years through 2021 and “augural” rules compatible with EPA’s standards
through 2025. EPA and NHTSA also issued emissions and fuel economy rules for medium- and heavy-duty
vehicles in 2011 for model years 2014 to 2018 and in 2016 for model years 2018-2025.65.

*

As discussed in more detail above, states and local governments and private businesses can also adopt local fleet-based emissions
standards.
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The federal standards and California’s Advanced Clean Cars Program started a process of convergence between
the two light-duty greenhouse gas emission standards starting in 2017, with both programs setting similar fleetwide GHG targets equivalent to 54.5 miles per gallon by 2025 (see Figure 4 for a comparison of GHG emissions
standards).
Historic Fleet Average Vehicle GHG Emissions Standards (g CO2 per mile)

Figure 4
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Additionally, both federal and the California GHG emission programs were subject to a “Midterm Evaluation” to
assess whether the standards remain “appropriate.” EPA and ARB completed their reviews in early 2017,
determining that their respective standards remain appropriate and that no rulemaking to modify regulations was
required. However, on March 15, 2017, the Administration officially announced its intention to reconsider the
Midterm Evaluation of the GHG standards for model years 2022 to 2025 and possibly including 2021. On April
13, 2018, EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt issued the Agency’s reconsideration of the Mid-Term Evaluation, in
which it explained that the Administrator had determined that the current standards are “based on outdated
information, and that more recent information suggests that the current standards may be too stringent.” Thus,
EPA withdrew the previous Final Determination released by the Obama Administration on January 12, 2017. On
August 24, 2018, NHTSA and EPA published the proposed SAFE Vehicles Rule. The proposed SAFE Rule
would establish less stringent fuel economy and GHG emissions standards for passenger cars and light trucks for
model years 2021 through 2026.66 And, as discussed above, EPA is also proposing to withdraw the waiver that
EPA granted to California for the GHG and ZEV components of its vehicle regulations.
EPA and NHTSA will be accepting and reviewing comments before finalizing either rulemaking, and it is
expected that litigation will be initiated by states and other stakeholders challenging these decisions if EPA and
NHTSA were to finalize such standards and the revocation of the waiver. As noted above, legal experts have
questioned whether EPA has the authority to withdraw a waiver once granted and suggested that even if any
authority to revoke a waiver exists, it is limited to conditions that EPA has failed to meet in the proposed SAFE
Rule. 67 These issues would be a key area of focus in the expected litigation challenges.
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Opportunities for Section 177 State Expansion

As discussed above, most states* have the authority to adopt the California emission standards under the Clean Air
Act section 177 provided that California has obtained a waiver from the EPA for the specific standard. A
coalition of states began adopting California’s more protective vehicle emissions standards in the early 1990s.68
As of June 2018, 13 states and Washington, D.C. have adopted or intend to adopt at least some aspect of
California’s more protective emissions standards: Connecticut, Delaware, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, New
Jersey, New York, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, Vermont, and Washington. Colorado’s Governor
Hickenlooper has issued an executive order requiring the Department of Public Health and Environment to
promulgate regulations adopting California’s emissions standards, and on August 16 the Department released
Regulation Number 20 with proposed language for adopting these standards.69 In 2016, these states represented
nearly 35 percent of the U.S. light duty vehicle market. 70 In part because of state adoption of these standards,
adjusted (“real world”) CO2 emissions of new cars purchased in the U.S. have improved from 382 g CO2 per mile
in 1990 to 303 g CO2 per mile in 2017, reflecting a more than 20 percent improvement.71 Other states may decide
to evaluate the benefits adoption as well. As noted above, while the Trump Administration has proposed to revoke
California’s (and Section 177 states’) ability to adopt these GHG standards starting with model year 2021,
numerous steps remain before such a change would be finalized, and such a decision would be subject to
challenge in court.

Additional State Standard Opportunities: ZEV Targets and the ZEV MOU
As part of the Advanced Clean Cars Program, California adopted standards that include separate Zero-Emissions
Vehicle (ZEV) targets, requiring an increasing share of vehicles sold to be ZEVs.72 ZEVs generally include
battery EVs, fuel cell vehicles, and plug-in hybrid EVs. Currently, nine states in addition to California are
implementing the ZEV regulations: Connecticut, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, New Jersey, New York,
Oregon, Rhode Island, and Vermont. While, the Trump Administration has proposed to revoke California’s (and
Section 177 states’) ability to adopt these ZEV standards starting with model year 2021, numerous steps remain
for EPA to finalize such a decision and any decision is expected to be litigated by states and other stakeholders.
In addition to adopting ZEV requirements, the Governors of California, Connecticut, Massachusetts, Maryland,
New York, Oregon, Rhode Island, and Vermont in 2013 signed the Zero-Emission Vehicle Memorandum of
Understanding (ZEV MOU). On April 3, 2018, Governor Murphy also announced that New Jersey will join in
signing the ZEV MOU.73 In signing the ZEV MOU, the Governors agreed to implement policies and programs
that would result in the collective deployment of 3.3 million ZEVs by 2025, along with the necessary charging
infrastructure.
ZEV sales to date† toward this target are estimated to be around 450,000 vehicles, reflecting year over year
growth in these states’ ZEV fleets of over 50 percent.74 The MOU also established a ZEV Task Force, which has
been successful in developing and implementing actions to encourage alternative vehicle adoption, including state
vehicle purchase incentives, focusing on workplace charging, promoting infrastructure deployment at public sites,
and working towards equitable access to charging stations. In June 2018, the ZEV Task Force released its 2018-

*
†

Only those states that have been in nonattainment with federal vehicle standards or are subject to cross state air pollution regulations
may choose to adopt California’s standards. Hawaii, North Dakota, Oklahoma, and South Dakota are therefore ineligible.
As of Q4 2017.
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2021 Multi-State ZEV Action Plan containing more than 80 recommendations for policymakers to spur the
development of the EV market.75 Figure 5 below provides the approximate 2025 ZEV targets* and levels of PEV
registrations for each of the ZEV MOU states. As discussed in the Electric Vehicle Measures chapter below,
there are many additional policies that states may wish or need to establish in order to create the incentives and
market conditions to support auto manufacturers in their efforts to fulfill the ZEV MOU commitments.
Figure 5

Approximate ZEV MOU State Targets for 2025 Compared to 2017 Registrations

Source: ZEV MOU,
MJB&A Analysis

Market-Based Mechanisms
Market-based mechanisms to reduce transportation emissions establish a price for GHG emissions, creating an
incentive to reduce emissions or switch to lower-emitting vehicles. These programs can take many forms,
including a cap-and-invest program, a low-carbon fuel standard, gas tax or fee, or a feebate.

Transportation Cap-and-Invest
A cap-and-invest, or cap-and-trade program, sets an overall declining cap on emissions from a group of sources.
The state or jurisdiction running the program then issues an “allowance” for every ton allowed under the cap, and
compliance entities—those emissions sources that are included under the cap—must purchase an allowance to
cover every ton of their emissions. If it is more cost-effective to reduce emissions than purchase an allowance, a
compliance entity has an incentive to do so, leading to an incentive across the market to find the lowest cost
emissions reductions opportunities. Market-based mechanisms have a long track record in the United States—
they have been successfully employed in cost-effectively reducing acid rain-causing emissions from power plants,
and there are currently two successful cap-and-trade programs in North America that regulate GHG emissions—
the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI) and the California program. As discussed in more detail in the
case study, the California program includes emissions from the transportation sector.

*

It is important to note that the MOU goal is a collective target for the group of states. The values shown in the figure above are
calculated by distributing the total ZEV MOU commitment across states based on vehicle registrations and incorporating state
announcements where appropriate (before the addition of New Jersey). While some states have announced their own individual goals,
many have not. In addition, because cross-state credit trading is allowed under the ZEV rule until 2018, the states as a whole could
reach their collective target while an individual state falls short of its implied target.
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Cap-and-invest programs are specifically designed to direct the revenues associated with the purchase of
allowances—revenues that accrues to the implementing jurisdiction—toward complementary advanced
transportation programs, policies, and technologies that can further reduce emissions. For example, revenues
could be used to fund investments in transit systems, credit programs for cleaner vehicles, or EV charging
infrastructure. Revenues from these programs could also be used to offset a portion of decreases in revenues from
gas taxes, which may fall if fewer vehicles are gas-powered.
Designing and implementing cap-and-invest programs would require many policy and administrative choices that
are discussed in detail in other papers, including where to impose the price, which sources to cover, whether to
include policy mechanisms to constrain potential price impacts, how to distribute allowances, whether to allow
trading of allowances with other programs, and how to direct the revenue if any allowances are auctioned.76
Additional resources on these design considerations include work done by the Georgetown Climate Center on
behalf of the Transportation and Climate Initiative (TCI), a coalition of 11 Northeast and Mid-Atlantic states and
the District of Columbia. This initiative has explored key technical aspects of a hypothetical regional cap-andinvest policy, including which fuels might be covered under a policy, and which entities in the transportation fuel
supply chain might be responsible for reducing emissions.77

Case Study: California Cap-and-Trade
The only cap-and-invest program in place in the U.S. that covers transportation is the Western Climate
Initiative cap-and-trade program. Active since 2013, this cap-and-trade program covers electricity
production and imports, industrial facilities, transportation fuels, and natural gas distribution;
transportation has been included since 2015. In the transportation sector, the fuel distributors are
responsible for purchasing allowances for every ton of emissions associated with their fuel and then
pass those costs on to customers through higher gas prices. In 2016, the California Legislative Analysis
Office estimated that the cap-and-trade program had caused an 11 cent per gallon increase in gasoline
prices and 13 cents per gallon for diesel fuel.78
California creates three-year investment plans to identify uses for allowance revenues. The investment
plan identifies near-term and long-term greenhouse gas emission reduction goals and targets, analyzes
gaps in current State funding for meeting these goals, and identifies priority investments that facilitate
GHG emission reductions. In its most recent plan, California proposed to appropriate $2.7 billion of capand-trade revenues to transportation and sustainable community initiatives that target 7.2 million metric
tons of GHG reduction.
California has focused its attention especially on programs that support low- and moderate-income
communities. Under Senate Bill 535 (2012), state and local agencies were directed to make significant
investments that improve California’s most vulnerable communities using cap-and-trade auction
revenues. Assembly Bill 1550 (2016) increased these requirements, directing that a minimum of 25
percent of the total investments are required to benefit disadvantaged communities and that an
additional 10 percent must benefit low-income households or communities.79 As of 2017, California has
far exceeded these minimums, with 50 percent of Investments (excluding those put toward high speed
rail) are benefiting disadvantaged communities, and 34 percent of projects are located within
disadvantaged communities. 80
The projects proposed for funding span the transportation sector, including: heavy duty demonstration
projects to accelerating commercialization of advanced technologies; light duty pilot projects in
disadvantaged communities to lower costs and reduce barriers to access clean technologies while
reducing exposure to toxic air contaminants; the Low Carbon Transit Operations Program to deliver
cost-savings to riders by reducing the fare to ride transit; the Transit and Intercity Rail Capital Program
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to reduce vehicle miles traveled and pollution from single-occupancy vehicles by increasing the
availability and use of transit; and the Affordable Housing and Sustainable Communities program is
bringing jobs and housing closer together to increase housing affordability while reducing commute
times and passenger trips taken.81 To date, including investments in high-speed rail, California has
spent more than $4.8 billion of cap-and-trade revenues on transportation- and sustainable-communityrelated programs.82

Low Carbon Fuel Standards
Another market-based mechanism is founded on emissions standards. However, instead of establishing a
standard that must be met by vehicle fleet owners or producers, a Low Carbon Fuel Standard (LCFS) program
imposes an emissions standard on producers of fuels and allows compliance entities to trade credits in order to
come into compliance with a fuel carbon intensity standard on a lifecycle basis that decreases over time.
Suppliers of lower emissions fuels, such as biofuels, hydrogen, or electricity, generate credits because their fuels
have a lower carbon intensity than the standard. Conversely, gasoline and diesel producers, whose fuels are
above the standard, then purchase those credits.
Because of its low carbon fuel qualities, electricity qualifies under these programs, earning credits that can be
traded to regulated parties and thus creating a value stream for using electricity as a transportation fuel. For
example, California electric utilities, like PG&E, provide EV owners a $500 Clean Fuel Rebate for their use of
electricity as a transportation fuel under the LCFS. Utilities or fleet owners earn credits in the LCFS program
when customers use electricity at home to charge their EVs and return the value of these credits to EV customers.
This type of program is most effective in a state that has regulatory authority over fuel producers (e.g.,
California).

Case Study: California LCFS
The California Air Resources Board established its LCFS in 2010. In effect since January 2013, it
requires a ten percent improvement in the carbon intensity of transportation fuels by 2020 from 2010
levels.83 Oregon has implemented a similar program modeled on the California LCFS called the Clean
Fuels Program, set in place by legislation passed in 2015. The Oregon program requires a ten percent
improvement in 2025 emissions intensity from 2015 levels.84
Both the California and Oregon programs have been upheld in court, with courts rejecting as unfounded
claims that policies inappropriately regulate interstate commerce or fuel policy in the purview of federal
agencies.85

Gas Tax or Fee
In addition to market-based trading mechanisms, taxes and fees can create price signals and incentives to adjust
consumer and provider behavior. Gas taxes are in place at both the federal and state level. Currently, revenues
from these taxes are primarily used to fund road investment and maintenance. However, recent efforts by states
and proposals at the federal level have also emerged to expand the use of gas taxes to create incentives to move
toward alternative transportation fuels and to fund additional policies.
Since 1993, the federal gas tax has been set at 18.4 cents per gallon of gasoline and 24.4 cents per gallon for
diesel fuel, with a majority of revenue (approximately 80 percent) used to fund highways and bridges. These
taxes also fund investments in public transit and bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure. In early 2018, the U.S.
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Chamber of Commerce proposed to increase these rates by 25 cents per gallon in order to fund additional
infrastructure investment.86 A recent assessment of this proposal estimated that this could generate more than
$840 billion in revenue by 2050. Additionally, the price signal from such a tax increase:
•
•
•

would be equivalent to a $29 per ton carbon tax on the transportation sector,
could result in more than 1.2 million additional EVs added to U.S. roads, and
could cut total fuel use by more than 1.3 billion barrels.87

However, the proposal has received pushback from other policymakers, including from the Trump
Administration.88 Other stakeholders have noted that if revenue is used for highway expansion, the net result
could be an increase in VMT and emissions.
States and local governments also impose taxes on gasoline and diesel, again with a majority of revenues used for
road maintenance and construction. While the average tax nationwide is around 23 cents per gallon of gasoline
and diesel, levels vary quite widely across states: the highest in early 2018, California, charges over 41 cents per
gallon for gasoline while the lowest, Alaska, charges less than 9 cents per gallon.89 However, gas taxes are
generally rising. Since 2013, 23 states have raised their gas taxes.90 Cities have also imposed gas taxes. For
example, Chicago charges 5 cents per gallon of gasoline sold within the city.91

“Feebate” Programs
Emissions reductions and advancements in vehicle performance offer benefits for improvements in public health
and the environment, and savings in fuel costs, but these alone may not be sufficient incentives to induce change
and encourage adoption of cleaner vehicles. The aim of a feebate program is often to complement fuel economy
standards and emissions limits with monetary incentives. In a feebate program, higher emitting vehicles may be
taxed or incur fees, while lower, non-emitting, or more efficient vehicles may be incentivized and can earn
rebates. The two options are often combined in one program, hence the joint name “feebates.” A feebate is
different from a tax in that it offers a balance between revenues and fees, referred to as the pivot point (see Figure
6).

Figure 6

Illustrative Feebate Program Designs
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This figure shows how a feebate would work in relation to a vehicle’s emissions or fuel consumption. Low
emitting vehicles, before a “pivot point” receive a rebate (shown in green), but above that point (i.e., higher
emitting vehicles) are charged a fee. A similar though reversed system could be put in place on fuel
consumption: low fuel consumption vehicles are provided a rebate, while high fuel consumption vehicles are
charged a fee.
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A feebate program is typically implemented through vehicle registration fees, though there are other mechanisms
that can be executed separately (for example, an annual tax rate can also be applied in addition to a one-time
registration fee; see section below on “Electric Vehicle Financial Incentives”). Thus, feebates can be designed to
be consistent with registration fees rather than “standards” or fuel economy standards, which could be preempted
by federal regulations. Rebates may be adjusted annually and can ramp up over time. An adjustable feebate level
can be used to keep the program stable and sustainable (i.e., self-funding, with rebates balancing fees collected)
and to ensure that the incentive “pivot point” stays in line with technological and market advancement. However,
policymakers may wish to balance these regular adjustments, which can help improve program performance, with
the administrative requirements and calculate and implement those adjustments.
The benefits of feebates accrue to policymakers, consumers, and society at large. Feebates can help create market
certainty for vehicle manufacturers and research and development, as the feebate serves to create stronger demand
for low-emitting vehicles and lower demand for high emitting vehicles. Similar to most other market-based
programs, a feebate also does not favor any one technology, but provides equal opportunity for emissionslowering technologies to advance. In addition, rebates offer monetary benefits to consumers and bring fuel
efficiency into consideration for their decision making. With feebates, consumers can receive an immediate
payment from the future revenue stream of lowering fuel consumption. Feebates provide a direct value for
consumers that reflect their contribution to the societal benefits of fuel savings and reduced emissions.92 Finally,
there is the opportunity for using the net revenues from feebates toward other government programs. While some
structures may be revenue-neutral (with any revenues earned from fees directed toward rebates), others can
generate revenue that could be assigned to other transportation services.
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Case Study: European Feebate Examples
Numerous countries in western Europe have implemented feebates and feebate-style programs that
set fees and/or rebates based on emissions or fuel consumption.
France
At the end of 2007, France implemented a feebate model through its Ministry of Ecology. This plan sets
a “pivot point” between rebates and fees of 140 g CO2/km, which is equivalent to engine efficiency of
about 42 miles per gallon.93 The highest tax of the program is €2,600 (around $3,200 in March 2018),
while the highest rebate (for vehicles emitting less than 60 g CO2/km) is €5,000 (around $6,150 in
March 2018). The rebates provided are similar to those of the EV tax credit programs in the U.S. and
Canada, however, France’s program covers a much wider range of vehicle types. During the first year
of the program, nearly half of vehicles sold were below this pivot point, and thus charged a fee.
Over this first year, average CO2 emissions from new cars sold declined by nine percent.94 Under the
program, sales of vehicles with higher emission rates and lower rebates fell while engine power and
vehicle mass declined, contributing to the emissions reductions. At the onset of the program, the costs
were greater than expected because rebates paid for purchases of low-emitting cars outpaced fees
brought in from high emitting cars. While the program has corresponded with a reduction in emissions,
analyses evaluating the influence on manufacturers’ behavior or effectiveness in driving developments
in advanced technologies are still necessary over a longer time horizon to determine causational
effects.95
Netherlands
Though not matched with a corresponding rebate, the Netherlands has imposed a carbon-based tax on
new vehicles since 2005.* After the implementation of the tax, from 2005 to 2012, the vehicle emission
rate was reduced by 6.3 grams CO2 per kilometer (g CO2/km).96 In 2017, the country updated the
program to exempt full electric and plug-in hybrid vehicles from the purchase tax (additional fees apply
to hybrids based on emissions) as a way to drive the nation’s phase out of all internal combustion
engines by 2035. A study in 2009 estimated that the program contributed to a 1 percent annual
improvement in vehicle efficiency.97
United Kingdom
The U.K. has a similar program. Beginning in March 2001, the U.K. imposed the Vehicle Excise Duty
(VED) tax on all cars based on CO2 emissions. In contrast to the registration tax in the Netherlands,
the U.K.’s program includes a first-year registration tax on new vehicles as well as an additional annual
tax each subsequent year. These registration taxes have been updated over time, raising the rates for
both low- and high-emission vehicles to drive reductions. As of April 1, 2017, alternative fuel cars that
emit less than 50 g CO2/km and all zero emitting cars are exempt from both year one registration and
ongoing fees. In contrast, high-emitting cars (those that emit more than 255 g CO2/km) pay £2,000
(around $2,800 in March 2018) for one-time registration and £140 ($195 in March 2018) each
subsequent year.

*

This registration tax is calculated based on emissions in 2001 ranging from €2 for vehicles with emission rates of 76 g CO 2/km or less
and up to €475 for vehicles with emission rates exceeding 169 g CO2/km. This emission rate per vehicle range can be thought of as
122 g/mile to 272 g/mile. This is in-line with the current EPA fleet-wide standard rate of 163 g/mile in model year 2025.
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Electric Vehicle Measures
There are many ways to improve the environmental performance of vehicles by switching from traditional
gasoline or diesel-powered engines to alternate forms of energy. Early in the switch to advanced transportation
technologies, for example, natural gas, either in compressed (CNG) or liquified (LNG) forms has been used as a
fuel in many places, especially in heavy transportation, and fuel cell vehicles have gained attention recently for
their potential, especially in passenger vehicles. However, electricity as a transportation fuel rises to the top in
most analyses as one of the most effective ways to power clean vehicles. This is for many reasons: EVs use
energy more efficiently than internal combustion vehicles, the infrastructure to deliver the fuel—electricity
lines—is mostly already in place, there are no tailpipe emissions, which greatly improves local air quality, and,
importantly, as the electricity grid becomes cleaner and more renewable-dependent, so too will electric-powered
vehicles. Analyses have shown that CNG- or LNG-powered light- and heavy-duty vehicles would likely reduce
GHG emissions between 10 to 20 percent as compared to traditional vehicles when measured over a 100 year
timeframe (though may actually increase GHG emissions when measured over shorter timeframes, due to the
impact of methane leaks from the natural gas fuel cycle).98 Renewable natural gas used in these vehicles may also
be able to reduce GHG emissions by 60 percent or more. EVs, on the other hand, can reduce GHG emissions by
60 percent (national average), and in some states by more than 80 percent, even with today’s mix of generation
resources.99 With an increasingly clean electric grid, these savings will only increase.
In addition, technological advances and market trends point toward a rapid increase in EVs. For example, in the
light duty market, Bloomberg New Energy Finance projects EVs could account for more than 50 percent of new
car sales by 2035 largely due to declining battery costs.100 This trend toward electric transportation is global.
China has surpassed the United States as the global leader in EV sales. Norway has shown particular success in
implementing a suite of incentives and policies that have resulted in EVs making up nearly 30 percent of vehicle
sales in 2016.101 These trends are expected to continue, particularly in cities, which are setting the most ambitious
goals: Los Angeles, London, Cape Town and nine other major cities recently announced their commitment to
only buy zero-emissions buses starting in 2025* and to eliminate fossil fuel emissions from transportation in major
areas within their jurisdictions by 2030.102
However, there is significant room for improvement in EV adoption. While sales are beginning to grow, batteryelectric and plug-in hybrid EV sales each represented less than one percent of total U.S. vehicle sales in 2017.103
Policy choices can help dramatically improve these adoption rates though it is important to note that other market
dynamics, such as vehicle model availability and local marketing efforts are also critical to support EV adoption.
For these reasons, this section focuses on policies that support the electrification of light- and heavy-duty vehicles
(though it is worth noting that some of these mechanisms, such as the financial incentives, often apply to other
types of alternative fuel vehicles as well). As noted throughout, many of these policies can work together and
work with other policies mentioned throughout this paper, such as development standards and education, to
increase policy effectiveness. A combination of policies and supporting incentives to purchase and own EVs will
be key to effectively accelerating early market development and adoption.

Electric Vehicle Financial Incentives
While total costs over the life of an EV are far below the costs of a traditional vehicle, the up-front cost of
purchasing an EV is often the single biggest factor holding back EV adoption, with some surveys reporting the

*

In some cases, cities may begin all-electric purchases before this date. Los Angeles, for example, replaces buses on a twelve year cycle,
meaning that to meet 2030 all-electric fleet goals, it will likely begin purchasing only electric buses as early as 2019.
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impact of up-front costs as more than double the next largest obstacle.104 While a study modeling the price of
various vehicle models until 2030 predicted that EVs will become price competitive on an unsubsidized basis
beginning in 2025 (see, for example, Figure 7), it concluded real mass market adoption is unlikely to occur until
this point without government support.105 Encouraging signs are also emerging from EV producers, with, for
example, General Motors CEO Mary Barra stating in January 2018 that GM expects to be profitable with EVs by
2021.106

Figure 7

Purchase Price (Without Subsidies) of Electric Cars in Comparison to Conventional Vehicles

Source: Bloomberg New Energy Finance

While consumers stand to save over the life of the vehicle due to lowered operating costs of EVs, particularly due
to lowered costs of refueling,107 information regarding potential future savings is often not made easily accessible
for consumers. Even when consumers do have access to this information, many often discount the true value of
future potential savings. In addition, consumers tend to resist new technologies that are considered alien or
unproved.108 Consumers’ tendency to avoid risk, coupled with the larger price tag to purchase perceived “risky
technology,” serves as a major deterrent to purchasing an EV. Education on these issues can be a helpful tool (see
“Advanced Transportation Education and Outreach” below) to address these adoption barriers. In addition,
financial incentives can serve to internalize the inherent public benefit of EVs and serve as a major consumer
impetus to purchase them.
The federal government currently offers a federal tax credit to lower the up-front cost of EVs.109 States and local
governments can offer additional incentives to further encourage growth of EV markets. Incentives can be
catalogued by design elements including the underlying incentive type, the time at which the incentive is received
in relation to the vehicle purchase, the types of vehicle technology eligible for the incentive, the ownership type
eligible for the incentive, and the duration of the incentive program.
There are four main kinds of incentives:
•
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Point-of-sale rebates. Point-of-sale rebates reduce the purchase price of an EV at the point that the
consumer purchases the vehicle. Car dealers sell an EV at a price reflecting the rebate and then
submit a rebate application to the funding source, after which they distribute the rebate payment to the
consumer. Point-of-sale rebates are commonly effective at incentivizing EV purchases because they

•

•

•

are an easily understandable and reliable concept and are applied directly at the point of sale to all
EVs.
Post-purchase rebates. Post-purchase rebates consist of financial incentives given to consumers
shortly after they have purchased the vehicle, usually in the form of a check. To receive rebates,
consumers commonly complete an application after purchasing an EV. While post-purchase rebates
may be more easily understandable, consumers may discount their value due to the delayed receipt of
the rebate and uncertainty regarding eligibility. In addition, not all consumers may qualify for a rebate
or fill out a rebate application: in California, only about 70 percent of all EV purchases receive
rebates (those who do not may have incomes above the $250,000 annual threshold or fail to meet
other eligibility requirements).110
State income tax credit. In addition to the federal income tax credit, state income tax credits allow
EV purchasers to pay a reduced state income tax. EV purchasers receive the credit at the end of the
financial year in which they purchased the car, when taxes are filed. A downside of state income tax
credits is that not all buyers will be able to claim back the full amount of the tax credit: if a buyer
does not have a tax liability of the full amount of the credit, they can only claim up to the level of
their liability. The value of tax incentives varies substantially by state, model, and time (as some
states offer funding for a predetermined period of time or until allocated incentive funds have been
exhausted). Currently, Louisiana offers a state income tax credit of $2,500,111 and Colorado offers a
credit of $5,000.112 There are ways to structure a tax credit program to make it more effective and
equitable. In Colorado, for example, the credit is refundable, meaning that a purchaser will receive the
full value even if they have less than $5,000 in tax liability, and assignable, allowing the purchaser to
assign the credit to a financing agency and take it as a price reduction at the point of sale.
Other one-time vehicle tax reductions. Lawmakers can offer to waive certain one-time taxes for
consumers when purchasing the vehicle. Consumers receive this exemption at the time of vehicle
purchase, effectively lowering the price of sale. For example, New Jersey exempts zero emission
vehicles from the sales tax of 6.625 percent.113 Washington, D.C. exempts purchases of EVs that
achieve 40 miles per gallon during city driving from its excise tax.114

Table 1

Summary of Financial Credits for Electric Vehicles

Category
Point-of-sale rebate

Post-purchase rebate

Tax Exemption
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Summary
Government offers rebate to
reduce the vehicle purchase
price at the point of sale. Dealers
fill out rebate applications to
obtain the incentive.
Consumer applies for rebate
after purchasing the EV;
government mails consumer a
check to refund part of vehicle
Income tax credit applied against
state or local income tax.
Other one-time vehicle tax
reductions, such as exemptions
from sales or excise taxes.

Typical Timing
At the time of vehicle purchase

Shortly following (a few months) after vehicle
purchase
At the end of the financial year, shortly after filing
taxes
At the time of vehicle purchase

In addition to these customer-facing rebates, states and local governments may wish to consider midstream
incentives to dealers. Because the profit on a vehicle sale may be only a few hundred dollars, a relatively small
incentive offered to dealers can be a very effective way to motivate them to sell EVs, which can help to close the
vehicle model availability gap that in many areas serves to limit consumer purchase options.

Case Study: Connecticut Dealer Incentive Rebate
The Connecticut Hydrogen and Electric Automobile Purchase Rebate (CHEAPR) program is one of two
programs nationwide offering a point of sale rebate to purchasers of EVs ($5,000 rebate per vehicle).
In addition, it is the only program currently providing direct incentives to dealers through a $300 dealer
rebate. To date, more than $5.3 million has been distributed under this program.115
According to a study conducted by the program administrator, the Center for Sustainable Energy, the
dealer incentive has been “moderately to very important” in convincing dealers they can make a
reasonable profit on EVs, motivate their staff to sell electric cars, and spend the time required to submit
rebate applications. The CHEAPR program has also significantly changed dealer perceptions of selling
EVs, with 74 percent of respondents saying that the rebate has made them and their sales staff more
open to EVs as an alternative to conventional vehicles. Additionally, 84 percent of respondents believed
that some of their EV customers would not have chosen an EV without the consumer rebate.116

When choosing the type of EV incentive to offer, it is important for policymakers to consider how the vehicle
market will respond and if there will be any gaps that should be addressed through other policy tools. For
example, a desire to improve EV adoption among lower-income residents may be better served by a point-of-sale
rebate as compared to an income tax credit, or tax credits can be designed to be refundable or assignable (as is the
case in Colorado, for example). To evaluate the potential for gaps, policymakers may want to consider the
funding source of the EV credit (i.e., a rebate compared to reduced tax revenue) and how money can be most
easily distributed to reduce administrative burden. Policymakers may also wish to pursue partnerships with nonprofits, utilities, and others to improve awareness of the incentive, reduce administrative burden, and reach a
larger audience. Finally, policymakers may also want to evaluate how a certain incentive structure works to create
a long-term price signal for EV purchases.
Once policymakers have decided on the type of EV incentive to offer, listed below are policy parameters to
consider when structuring the incentive program:
•

Timing of Incentive for Consumer: Research reveals that the timing of when consumers receive EV
credits is a key factor in its effectiveness. On average, consumers find incentives offered at the point-ofsale (including grant subsidies or one-time vehicle purchase tax reductions) more attractive than
incentives received at a future time (including income tax credits or post-purchase rebates).117 One study
found that, conditional on value, one-time sales tax waivers are associated with a seven-fold greater
increase in hybrid sales than income tax credits.118 Consumers commonly more highly value point-ofpurchase incentives because they reduce the amount of upfront capital required to purchase the car,
reduce uncertainty regarding whether the consumer will qualify for the incentive, and do not allow
consumers to discount the value of future benefits.119 Dealers also benefit from point-of-sale incentives,
as they can market a guaranteed lower selling price to potential consumers. One dealer indicated that
offering a point-of-sale subsidy of $1,500 would be more valuable than offering a post-purchase rebate of
$2,500.120
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•

•

•

Vehicle Technology Eligibility: Policymakers must define which technologies qualify for available
incentives. Policies can include hybrid EVs or only all-electric EVs and may include other technologies
such as fuel cell vehicles. Policymakers can also offer a range of incentive amounts available, based on
the expected carbon footprint of the vehicle, with higher incentives offered for vehicles with lower carbon
footprints. Credits can also be made available on a sliding scale based on the vehicle’s battery range (i.e.,
with higher credits given to those vehicles with longer ranges) or given only to vehicles that exceed
requirements for battery range; both of these mechanisms can create larger incentives for plug-in EVs as
compared to plug-in hybrid EVs. However, some state experience has shown that sliding scales or
eligibility requirements make understanding the specific benefits for dealers and buyers complicated.
Vehicle Ownership Eligibility: Policymakers must decide whether to offer credits only to new EVs or to
also offer credits for used EVs and/or leased EVs. Leased EVs have become a significant portion of the
EV market, as consumers see leasing an EV as a way to reduce technology risk. Not only has a general
shift occurred from buying to leasing vehicles (from 16 percent in 2009 up to 27 percent in 2014 in the
United States),121 but the EV leasing rate in the United States is significantly higher than the overall
vehicle leasing rate: while 22 percent of drivers lease a car with an internal combustion engine, 86 percent
of new Nissan Leaf drivers and 44 percent of Chevrolet Volt drivers have a leased car, according to a
2013-2014 survey.122 If choosing to offer incentives to consumers with leased EVs, policymakers can
choose to establish a minimum lease range to qualify for the incentive.
Duration of Incentive Program: Establishing the credit incentives for a longer time frame sends longterm, stable price signals to EV consumers, dealers, and manufacturers. However, a longer duration may
require additional funding. Policymakers may choose to implement the program in phases or impose
limits on funding distributed in order to mitigate this risk.

It will also be critical in designing incentives to consider the underlying fundamentals of the state or local EV
market and EV availability. In many markets, vehicle dealers offer few or no EV models, and marketing may
be limited. In these areas, EV incentives may also need to be paired with direct outreach and coordination
with dealerships in order to improve opportunities for buyers.

Case Study: New York State Point of Sale Rebates
New York State offers point-of-sale rebates of up to $2,000 to New York residents who purchase or
lease a new electric car under the New York Drive Clean Rebate. The initiative is managed by the New
York State Energy Research and Development Authority (NYSERDA) and is seen as a major tool to
help the state achieve its goal to reduce GHG emissions by 40 percent by 2030. The Clean Rebate
works by partnering with dealerships to offer the rebate at the point of sale. Dealers offer the rebate to
consumers when they purchase the EV and then apply to NYSERDA for the rebate after the sale.
To receive the rebate, New York residents purchase or lease a qualifying electric car from a
participating dealer. At the point of sale, a discount of up to $2,000 is applied. Consumers also qualify
for the $7,500 federal tax credit when they purchase the car. The rebate amount depends on the
battery-only range of the EV; rebate thresholds are outlined in tables on NYSERDA’s website. More
than 30 different types of EVs are available under the Drive Clean Rebate initiative. The rebate is only
available to New York State residents, businesses, and government entities. While leases are eligible,
lease terms must be at least 36 months. Lastly, rebate applications must be submitted within 60 days of
vehicle delivery.
New York State has allocated $55 million dollars to rebate payments. The rebate is part of the state’s
larger $70 million Drive Clean Initiative, which is supplemented by investments in EV charging
infrastructure and outreach.
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Case Study: Colorado Income Tax Credit
Colorado also has a well-established and significant alternative fuel vehicle rebate program. Since
1992, Colorado has offered an ambitious income tax credit for consumers who purchase or lease an
alternative fuel vehicle, or who convert their existing vehicle to run on an alternative fuel source. To
qualify for the income tax credit, a consumer must own a light, medium, or heavy-duty vehicle that is
titled, registered, and licensed in Colorado and relies partly on electricity, natural gas, hydrogen fuel
cells, or other alternative fuels. Vehicles qualify for the tax credit if they meet the standards regarding
the vehicle’s gross weight rating, maximum speed, and battery capacity.
While the Colorado credit was originally a sliding scale based on battery range and other eligibility
requirements, the credit is now a flat $5,000 for purchases of new battery EVs and PHEVs.
Policymakers found that the sliding scale was too complicated for dealers and consumers. After
switching to a flat rebate, there was an increase in rebate claims, which suggested the simplified rebate
process though such an increase could be attributable to general market improvement. In addition, the
credit is refundable, which means that a purchaser will receive the full value even if they have less than
$5,000 in tax liability, and assignable allowing the purchaser to assign the credit to a financing agency
and take it as a price reduction at the point of sale and expands the number of consumers who can
benefit from the credit. The tax credit is set to expire on January 1, 2022.

Electric Vehicle Infrastructure Support
Another significant barrier in the adoption of EVs is “range anxiety,” or the concern of drivers that an EV will not
be able to travel far enough for their uses without needing to return home for a charge. Vehicles with larger
batteries and longer ranges are helping to mitigate these fears, but additional public charging infrastructure can
help make potential EV owners more comfortable and less worried that they will be caught without access to fuel
on a longer trip. Furthermore, public charging infrastructure appears to be critical for expanding the consumer
base for EVs to those that do not have the option of home charging such as those who rent or who do not have
dedicated parking.
There are many ways that states and local governments can support charging infrastructure development. As
explained below, these may include:
•
•
•
•
•

easing permitting and siting requirements;
access to municipal or government property for infrastructure development;
providing financial credits for charging infrastructure;
infrastructure requirements for new commercial development and other building code or zoning
requirements; and
planning processes to identify locations for and coordinate development of charging stations.

Other works have outlined in detail steps that states and local governments can take to make their jurisdictions
friendlier for EVs.123

Permitting and Siting
Residential and commercial EV charging stations (that exceed a simple extension cord from an existing wall
outlet) require permits for the electrical work required to connect the station to the electrical grid. This process
can involve submitting an application, formal inspections, and compliance with code and standard requirements,
all of which can add time and expense to the charging infrastructure development process. Simplifying and
modernizing the permitting processes for charging infrastructure installation can allow installers to know exactly
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what information and documentation is needed to install the infrastructure, and reduce time spent on acquiring
permits and conducting inspections for both developers and government. This can make charging infrastructure
installation easier, faster, and more affordable.
Possible options states and local governments can take to improve the permitting process include:
•

•
•

•

Installation guidelines: providing an outline of key steps, requirements, and calculations for the charging
infrastructure installation process can help clarify the process for inexperienced developers (as most
residential EV owners would be, as well as many businesses considering adding charging stations). A
jurisdiction could develop a series of guides targeted at different audiences, such as homeowners, renters,
or commercial installers. One specific area of focus for states or local policymakers could be multi-unit
dwellings that serve low- and moderate-income families and communities; guides could provide
instructions for owners as well as residents of these buildings.
Facilitating an online permitting process: online, rather than physical or in person, permitting processes
can cut down on time and expense and make understanding the permitting process more accessible to
those inexperienced with electrical infrastructure permitting that may be considering investment.
Classifying some infrastructure installations as minor work: if certain electrical conditions are met, such
as location or existing electrical system, a city or state could label charging infrastructure build out as
“minor work” that can lower the cost and time needed to secure the permit. This may be most appropriate
for residential charging applications.
Creating flexible inspection requirements: inspections of locations and configurations for EV charging
infrastructure are important for ensuring the safety of those systems for owners and users of the charging
stations. However, states and local governments could establish guidelines that allow for third-party
contractors to conduct inspections on behalf of the jurisdiction, which could speed the process. States
could also certify qualified installers with proven records to be subject only to random or selective
inspections.
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City and State Permitting Best Practices
In a 2013 study conducted for NYSERDA, Energetics Incorporated highlighted a series of statewide
and city-specific best practices as shown below in Table 2 and Table 3.
Table 2. State Best Practices for Permitting EV Charging Infrastructure
New Hampshire

New Hampshire allows the homeowner to hire a professional to do the electrical work on their singlefamily residence without a permit.

New Jersey

New Jersey has determined that the installation of residential EVSE is considered “minor work”. This
means that the homeowner or electric contractor need only provide verbal notification to the local code
enforcement agency prior to starting the installation. The permit application must then be subsequently
filed within five days of the notification

Oregon

Oregon has expanded its minor label program to include EVSE installations. Under the program, a
licensed electrician purchases booklets of 10 minor installation labels. Eligible residential EVSE
installations must be within sight of the electrical panel supplying the charging unit, have a branch circuit
that does not exceed 40 amps/240 volts and are not located in a damp place. The installation labels are
only about a tenth of the cost of a regular permit, and only a tenth of the installations get inspected.

Virginia

Several Virginia jurisdictions have instituted online or same-day fax permitting procedures for EVSE.

Table 3. City Best Practices for Permitting EV Charging Infrastructure
Cary, NC

The Town of Cary has implemented an online permitting process which takes approximately 2 days to
process.

Charlotte, NC

The Mecklenburg County Code Enforcement and the Building Development Commission in Charlotte
introduced two “self-permitting” options, the Homeowner Internet Permitsxiii (HIPs) and Trades Internet
Permitsxiv (TIPs). Mecklenburg County’s Electric Car Initiative uses the TIP process for EVSE permit
applications, reducing the permit turnaround time to 1–2 days.

Houston, TX

Houston applied its existing online express permitting process to EVSE installations. With this process,
online permits are issued automatically and instantaneously for standard EVSE, and an inspection can be
performed on the same day as installation.

Los Angeles, CA

Los Angeles applied its existing online Express Permit system to EVSE installations. The system enables
standard EVSE customers to receive a permit automatically and instantaneously. They are allowed to
start using their EVSE immediately after installation and the inspection follows within 24 hours.

Milpitas, CA

In Milpitas, single-family homeowners are not required to submit site plans when applying for an EVSE
permit.

Raleigh, NC

Raleigh applied its existing "stand alone" permitting and inspection process to EVSE installations. The
permit is completed as the applicant is walked through the process by permitting personnel. Getting a
permit takes about one hour, and inspections can be performed the day after installation. As a result,
permitting, installation, and inspection process for a simple home-based EVSE project can be completed
in as few as two days.

San Francisco, CA

The City of San Francisco’s Department of Building Inspection issues same-day, over the counter permits
for the necessary electrical work at a residence, and electricians registered with the Department of
Building Inspection can obtain the permits instantly online.

Sunnyvale, CA

In Sunnyvale, homeowners can use an online application process for EVSE, provided the charger will be
located inside a garage and can be connected to existing electrical panels.

Source: Energetics, Inc.124
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Charging at Government Sites
States and local governments can also facilitate the development of charging infrastructure by allowing developer
access to publicly owned or managed property. Because many parking structures are municipally managed, this
can greatly expand the opportunities for charging development in urban areas and around key transportation
corridors. This can also serve to increase the visibility of charging and have a positive educational effect, as
residents see more EV options available in everyday places.

Case Study: Government Charging in New Jersey and Minnesota
In New Jersey, the town of Montclair worked with ChargePoint, a commercial charging station
developer, to install two charging stations in municipal parking lots. One was located in the business
district and the other in a shopping area. The city also invested in signage to help drivers find the
chargers and further enhance the visibility of EVs in the town.125 Similarly, several cities in Minnesota
have added EV charging facilities in public parking lots. Eden Prairie, a suburb of the Twin Cities,
added charging to its parking station at City Hall, while St. Paul has worked with commercial developers
to install more than 40 EV charging stations on public lands around city parks and public parking
garages. The Metropolitan Airport Commission, which runs the Minneapolis-St. Paul International
Airport, also added EV charging parking spaces to its long-term parking facilities.126

Financial Credits for Charging Infrastructure
States and local governments can also provide direct financial incentives for infrastructure investment. These are
often in the form of tax incentives or rebates. Key considerations for policymakers considering providing
incentives may include what sort of infrastructure would qualify (residential or commercial, as well as size and
speed of charging station), how to apply the incentive (through cash rebates or tax incentives), who can claim the
credit (individuals or also large commercial developers), the amount of the credit and whether to have it adjust by
charging station size or type, and whether to set and program limits on total incentives distributed.
Policymakers may also wish to consider how financial credits can be designed such that non-owners (e.g.,
residents of multi-unit dwellings) can take advantage of credits. In many areas, EV ownership is a requirement to
receive financial credits for infrastructure. However, EV owners who rent may be unwilling (or not allowed) to
pay for the installation of a charging station if they would not own that station, while a landlord that would be
interested in making such an investment would not be the owner of the EV and thus ineligible for the credit.
Policymakers could consider designing incentives to account for this situation by allowing owners of residential
rental properties to receive infrastructure credits under certain conditions.
One emerging opportunity for state and local investment in charging infrastructure is the funding available under
the Volkswagen Settlement, which partially resolves allegations that VW and various affiliates utilized “defeat
devices” that allowed its vehicles to emit more than allowed under the Clean Air Act. This settlement, among
other provisions, requires VW to invest $2 billion to advance ZEVs and ZEV infrastructure (“Appendix C”) and
fund a $2.95 billion mitigation trust fund that states can tap into to make investments to reduce NOx emissions
(“Appendix D”), 15 percent of which can be spent on EV infrastructure, including charging infrastructure for
heavy-duty vehicles.127 VW will begin investments under Appendix C through its independent subsidiary
Electrify America as soon as summer of 2018, and states have already started designing and submitting plans for
EV infrastructure development under Appendix D.
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Case Study: Maine VW Settlement Appendix D Plan
States are beginning to submit plans and funding requests to the trust that has been established to
distribute the $2.7 billion in state investment funds available under Appendix D of the Volkswagen
Settlement. Maine is one of the first states to do so, filing its final Beneficiary Mitigation Plan in
February and its first requests for funding in April 2018. Each state’s settlement amount is determined
by the number of registered vehicles identified as having defeat devices: Maine’s allocation totals just
over $21 million dollars.
In these documents, Maine proposes to allocate:
•

40 percent of the Trust funds to eligible priority multimodal transportation improvements via
MaineDOT which will focus on repowering port tugboats, and replacing cargo equipment and
drayage trucks with engines that meet current EPA emission standards;

•

20 percent of the funding to the Diesel Emissions Reduction Act (DERA) program to expand
eligible projects to repowering commercial fishing vessels; replacing, repowering or engine
upgrades on long-haul locomotives; replacement or repowering of agricultural, forest or
construction equipment; exhaust control technologies; and support reduced idling technologies
including auxiliary power units and shore power for locomotives, and marine vessels; and

•

the maximum allowed (15 percent) of the Trust funds toward the deployment of light-duty zero
emission vehicle infrastructure.128

Case Study: Plug-in Austin – Multifamily Properties
Austin Energy, a municipally run utility, has implemented a program targeted specifically at owners of
multi-unit dwellings, which house more than 40 percent of the city’s population.
Under this program, Austin Energy provides a rebate of up to $4,000, or 50 percent of the cost to install
approved Level 2 (240V) charging stations and/or Level 1 (120V) outlets (the maximum rebate depends
on the selected equipment and if the station is in an existing or new parking area). The utility also
provides rebates up to $10,000 to hosts who want to install a DC Fast Charger. To qualify for these
credits, the charging station must be open to all residents of the property; the utility provides a separate
program for those owners who want to install charging infrastructure for dedicated or private spaces.
In addition to the financial incentives, Austin Energy provides numerous services to property owners to
make the installation and management of EV infrastructure “as easy and cost-effective as possible.”
This includes assistance with all billing-related matters for the charging stations; providing contractors
who check, clean, and perform maintenance, as needed, on the station; reimbursing hosts for electricity
used during charging; and paying annual network licensing fees.
The utility also notes that installing EV charging stations will provide benefits to the property owner,
including helping to attract residents and earning an Austin Energy Green Building Innovation Point.129

Case Study: Charge Ahead Colorado
Colorado’s “Charge Ahead Colorado” program is a collaboration between the state’s Regional Air
Quality Council and Energy Office to provide direct refunds for investments in Level 2 and DC fast
charging infrastructure investment. Refunds range from around $3,000 to $6,000 for Level 2
installations and $13,000 to $16,000 for DC fast charging installations, varying based on number of
ports at the station. Installers, which can be public, private, and non-profit organizations, must submit
an application to claim the credit.130
In addition, the state released in late April 2018 a request for applications for DC fast charging
installations along six major corridors through the ALT Fuels Colorado Electric Vehicle Direct Current
Fast-Charging Corridors Grant Program. Projects may be eligible for a refund of up to $380,000 of
equipment costs.131
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Requirements and Zoning or Building Codes for New Development
States and local governments can also help accelerate the development of EV charging infrastructure by requiring
that new residential and/or commercial development include EV infrastructure. For example, Mountlake Terrace,
Washington, a suburb of Seattle, requires that all new development larger than 10,000 square feet that includes
parking equip a certain number of parking spots with EV charging stations. For qualifying multi-household
residential units, at least 10 percent of parking spaces must have charging stations.132 Zoning or building code
programs like this can help to target infrastructure for specific communities, such as low- or moderate income or
disadvantaged communities.
An equally important solution to increasing the availability of charging is to require that all new construction of
multi-family and commercial buildings with parking structures include sufficient electrical infrastructure to
support EV charging. This type of infrastructure includes correctly sized electrical service to support Level 2
charging, with the supporting infrastructure such as subpanels, breakers, and conduit/wiring routed to each
parking space throughout the parking lot.
Finally, local governments can establish guidelines for multi-family zoned properties that assist individual
residents in installing charging if desired. This could include ensuring that home-owner associations allow EV
charging installations without burdensome approval processes.

Case Study: CALGreen and the City of Fremont
California has established the California Green Building Code (CALGreen) that requires that new
residential and commercial developments are “EV capable,” meaning that they fulfill basic requirements
that provide a foundation for future EV infrastructure installation (but do not necessarily include that
infrastructure upon initial development).133 The City of Fremont, California has taken this a step further
with multiple EV requirements:
•
•
•

Residential and non-residential new construction projects and additions where additional
parking spaces are provided must include "EV Ready" parking spaces equipped with the
electrical raceway, wiring, and electrical circuit as well as the EV charging unit.
Single-family residential projects must provide one EV Ready parking spaces per each dwelling
unit.
Multifamily residential projects of 3 units or more and all non-residential projects must be “EV
Ready” at approximately 10 percent of the total number of new parking spaces.134
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Policymakers at the state and county level can also ensure that zoning laws allow for or require local governments
to make investments in EV infrastructure or to incorporate EV requirements into their local regulations.
Washington State, for example, requires that many local governments allow EV infrastructure in most zoning
districts, including those around key interstate freeway transportation corridors and all commercial and
industrially zoned areas.135

Coordinated Infrastructure Planning Process
Finally, states and local governments can participate in coordinated planning processes around the deployment of
EV infrastructure. These processes can take many forms, from strategic planning efforts, to mapping and locationbased analyses, to coordination across jurisdictions to ensure that infrastructure build out is sufficient to meet EV
targets and that investment is efficiently allocated across a given region. For example, the Transportation &
Climate Initiative, an organization focused in the Northeast and Mid-Atlantic states first founded in 2010, has
undertaken numerous efforts to help plan for the region-wide expansion of EVs.136 This initiative has supported
the development of an EV Infrastructure Location Identification Tool that can allow users to identify suitable
locations for potential fast charging infrastructure development in regional corridors based on local priorities.137

Case Study: REV West
In October 2017, Arizona, Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, New Mexico, Utah and Wyoming signed
a memorandum of understanding (MOU) to provide a framework for creating a regional EV plan for the
West.138 The Regional Electric Vehicle Plan for the West (REV West Plan) focused on 11 major
interstate transportation corridors that span around 5,000 miles. It calls for the participating states to,
among other things, work cooperatively to establish policies to support the development of the EV
market by improving consumer acceptance and awareness by addressing “range anxiety”; coordinating
on EV charging station locations to avoid redundancy and to ensure stations are sited at a frequency
and locations so as to optimize utilization and to minimize inconsistencies between charging
infrastructure in each state; and leveraging economies of scale. To achieve these goals, states have
formed a Coordination Group with representatives from each state that meets on a quarterly basis with
regular reports.

Utility Offerings and Support for Electric Vehicles
Electric utilities are well-positioned to aid in addressing the market barriers to EVs identified above in order to
enable a shift to electric transportation. Electric utilities have the capabilities to support infrastructure deployment
on the scale needed to improve charging station accessibility and support a robust PEV market. They are also in
the position to design rate structures that will benefit customers and society by ultimately reducing the cost of
electricity and the cost of PEV ownership.
State and local authorities’ ability to engage on these opportunities will be dependent on their local power market
structure, and regulators will need to consider this context in evaluating which strategies are best suited for their
particular needs and opportunities. States can take proactive action to encourage utilities to file proposals and
develop programs as described below. Public utilities commissions and other utility regulators (e.g., boards of
municipal utilities) will play an important role in scoping and approving these activities. For example, regulators
can ensure that utility programs are well-designed and effectively implemented to capture the targeted benefits,
including for customers, and to avoid significant stranded costs.
The text below provides a high-level overview of options available to states to involve utilities in the deployment
of EVs; more details are available in past work, such as “Utility Investment in Electric Vehicle Charging
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Infrastructure: Key Regulatory Considerations” from November 2017.139

Investing in Charging Infrastructure
During the nascent stage of the EV market evolution, the role for utilities in the development of public charging
infrastructure was largely limited to connecting other parties’ charging platforms to the grid. Now, however, there
are many options being explored and demonstrated by leading utilities for electric utilities to take a more active
role in EV infrastructure development. These approaches can stimulate the EV charging market, achieve
increased investment in infrastructure, ensure that third-party developers still have access to the market, and
ensure that utilities fairly recover investment costs. States can support utility involvement in the deployment of
charging infrastructure in order to help accelerate electrification of the transportation sector and spark growth
across the market.
There are three primary ways that utilities can invest in charging infrastructure. First, it could invest in “makeready” installations, which include the electrical infrastructure required up to, but not including, the charging
equipment itself. This may include upgrades to transformers and service capacity and/or running new service
drops. In some cases, it may also mean trenching and running conduit and cable to specific areas of a host site,
such as in a parking lot at a workplace. The costs associated with these “make ready” investments may be
included in the utility’s rate base and would be recovered by the utility through increases in distribution rates
spread over a period of years. Second, a utility could fully own and operate infrastructure, which would include
the make-ready components as well as the chargers itself, resulting in a single regulated entity building out and
owning the electric and vehicle charging infrastructure. Third, utilities could provide host sites with financial
incentives, such as rebates for all or some of the costs of the charging stations and/or the make-ready
infrastructure portion.
The investment model appropriate for a given location is a function of multiple variables, including location (e.g.,
both type, such as residential building or shopping mall, as well as distance from existing infrastructure), the state
of the existing distribution system, the state of the local charging infrastructure market, and likely customer base
including income level. Table 4 summarizes these potential approaches to utility EV charging infrastructure
investments, and each is summarized in more detail below.
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Table 4

Potential Utility Charging Infrastructure Investment Options

Utility
Investment
Options

Description

Make Ready

Electric grid infrastructure
enhancements and
upgrades to enable EVSE
installations at host sites.

Owner and
Operator

Electric grid
enhancements and
upgrades as well as full
build out and operation of
EVSEs at host sites.

Implementation Attributes and Considerations

Can take advantage of utility access to capital to lower costs and
increase pace of development.
Utility will need to determine how investment costs will be recovered
and who will pay.
Approach enables flexibility of host site to choose EVSE provider and
driver charging pricing plan.
Streamlined program administration: utility would use experience with
previous programs in all stages of developing and operating EVSE:
marketing and recruitment, planning and permitting, construction and
interconnection, and ongoing operation and maintenance.
Could crowd out alternative providers from the market
Could result in stranded cost for utilities if utilization is lower than
expected, putting customer dollars at risk.
Reduces the upfront EVSE costs to all developers and customers.

Rebates for
Private and
Public EVSEs

Cash rebate to private and
public locations for the
purchase and installation
of EVSEs.

Can be structured to incentivize certain EVSE functionality (e.g., twoway communication capabilities).
May not provide as much development support and fail to develop
necessary EVSE for market.

Case Studies: Utility Investment in EV Infrastructure in Low-Income Communities
Utilities are beginning investments in EV charging infrastructure, pursuing a combination of the
investment models described in more detail above. One focus of some programs is EV infrastructure
that supports low- and moderate-income or disadvantaged communities. While these communities may
not necessarily be early adopters of EVs, encouraging these communities to consider EVs and making
that transition cost-effective will be critical for the market expansion necessary to meet many states’ EV
and broader emissions goals. Drives in urban areas can make ideal EV drivers as such residents
usually need vehicles for only shorter trips.
Existing utility programs to invest in low- and moderate-income or disadvantaged communities are part
of broader investment programs. For example, Eversource, a Massachusetts utility, recently received
approval to spend $45 million on EV infrastructure, 10 percent of which is required to be in low-income
communities.140 Each of the California investor-owned utilities, which collectively were approved in
2016 to invest $197 million, are required to invest 10 to 15 percent of those funds in disadvantaged
communities.141 In January 2018, under the requirements of Senate Bill 350, the California Public
Utilities Commission approved even more detailed transportation electrification plans including
investment in EV (both light and heavy duty) charging systems that specifically target disadvantaged
communities.142
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Charging Rates and Programs
Through rate design, approved by state PUCs, electric utilities can influence charging behavior, and in turn,
minimize costs to operate the distribution system while maximizing economic and environmental benefits of EVs.
In states with high solar or wind generation, utilities may also be able to manage load in a way that coordinates
peak renewable generation with increased demand from EV charging, using excess power to support this new
load and reduce the need for curtailment. In addition, utilities may be able to help avoid the need for additional
generation capacity by utilizing available generation and strategically managing charging behavior.
For residential charging, utilities have three primary options to manage residential EV charging: whole house
“time of use” (TOU) rates, EV TOU rates, and rebates or bill credits. Whole house or EV TOU rates utilize smart
meters to track the usage at a residential charging station or house with a charging station on an hourly basis. The
rates are designed such that hours during higher energy demand times—typically in the middle of the day and
evening—are more expensive than during off-peak times like the middle of the night. This creates an incentive
for EV owners to shift their charging to those off-peak times and limits the potential strain of EVs on the
distribution system. This can avoid upgrades to the utility distribution system that might otherwise be required to
serve EVs.
Utilities could also offer a reward or cash incentive program that would provide monthly rewards in exchange for
off-peak or controlled charging, analogous to existing demand response programs. This program could be
structured as a monthly bill credit provided to customers who charge their vehicle during off-peak periods or
allow the utility to control EV charging within certain parameters. A reward program could also provide off-bill
credits to customers or other users of charging facilities.

Case Study: Utility EV Rate Programs
Many utilities, including Maryland’s Baltimore Gas and Electric (BGE)143 and Pepco144 as well as
PSE&G in New Jersey,145 have implemented residential EV charging rate options as pilot programs.
These programs test the effectiveness of designing rates to encourage off-peak charging and the
subsequent impact of various options on load management. Each demonstrated a shift in charging
behavior and shift in demand to off-peak hours resulting in savings on customer’s bills as compared to
standard rates. The pilots designed and offered by BGE and Pepco were successful and adopted as
standard voluntary options within the utilities’ tariffs.146

Case Study: SmartCharge New York
Con Edison is launching SmartCharge New York, a program designed to help EV owners who charge
in the Con Edison service territory reduce their cost of charging and enhance electric grid efficiency and
resiliency. The three-year program (2017 to 2019) will track participating customer EV driver charging
behavior through Fleetcarma’s C2 device—a smart grid solution that collects driving and charging data
and communicates this information using the cellular network. The C2 plugs into the vehicle’s on-board
diagnostic (OBD) port or Tesla diagnostic connector. Participants in the SmartCharge New York
program earn SmartCharge Rewards™—monthly rewards earned for charging in the Con Edison
service territory, with bonuses applied for avoiding charging during peak hours in the summer months.
In addition, off-peak charging is incentivized year around with per kWh rewards. SmartCharge
Rewards™ can be redeemed for e-gift cards to retailers such as Amazon, Target, or REI.
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Utilities can also consider providing modifications to traditional demand charge structures for commercial
customers. As usually structured, demand charges are based on the peak electricity needs of a customer, and can
greatly increase due to the addition of one or more EV charging stations (even though total monthly electricity
usage may not increase as much). This can be a financial impediment to development of public charging stations,
especially in early years when utilization of stations is low and uncertain—in these cases, the demand charges
increase electricity costs but there are not enough users of the station to recover those costs. Utilities can greatly
help by developing alternative rates that modify this structure, perhaps through temporary demand charge
“forgiveness” or replacing the traditional structure with increased electricity rates for the first years after charging
station installation (after which the typical demand charges would be reapplied).
Utilities can also use public EV charging rates to manage load and encourage investment in charging
infrastructure. The optimal pricing structure will vary from location to location based on a number of site
characteristics, including anticipated utilization, charger type, and ownership of charging station (i.e., utility or
site owned). Ultimately, stakeholders will need to determine how to set rates in a way that provides appropriate
cost recovery and incentives for infrastructure investment while also continuing to support and encourage
increased adoption of EVs while fostering broad markets. The rate design levers that utilities, regulators, and
others may use to reach this outcome include demand charges, TOU rates, and the pricing applied to users and/or
site hosts.

Customer Education and Awareness
Many barriers currently preventing the shift to EVs relate to customer knowledge and awareness. For example,
consumers experience “range anxiety” believing that EVs will not be suitable for daily use and have
misconceptions about the relatively new technology. In addition, the advantages of and incentives to purchase
EVs are not well understood by the public.147
Developing the resources necessary for consumers to make informed decisions can play a critical role in
encouraging EV deployment. Electric utilities can serve as a reliable and trusted source to provide understandable
and relevant information on EV options and benefits. The utility-customer relationship can be leveraged to
provide education on charging needs and available rates and programs. When utilities make this information
readily available, customers become more familiar with the concept of EVs and can gain a more comprehensive
understanding of their benefits. Utility approaches to education and awareness are discussed in more detail below
in “Advanced Transportation Education and Outreach.”

Vehicle Grid Integration Programs
NREL, as well as others, have explored how EVs can help support grid operations acting as grid-connected
batteries. While these applications may not yet be commercially feasible given the current state of technology
(both on the grid and in EV batteries themselves), states can take action now to support research and to “future
proof” policies and investments to set the foundation for these future functionalities. For example, NREL is
studying how EVs can support local power quality, especially in scenarios with a high concentration of
renewables, by leveraging charge system power electronics to monitor and enhance local power quality and
improve grid stability. A modeling exercise in Germany also showed that EVs contributed to balancing
intermitted renewable resources, in part by helping to consume nighttime wind generation.148
EVs can provide services individually or in aggregation (at centralized charging locations). At a minimum,
managed or smart charging strategies are needed to ensure that EVs do not increase peak load, requiring
additional generation or capacity expansions. Ideally, charging is coordinated with grid conditions and the ability
for aggregation of EVs to respond to grid operator signals. In addition to providing grid services, these programs
could provide a revenue stream to EV owners, help to reduce local distribution maintenance costs, and lower
overall electricity prices in the wholesale market.
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Case Study: Vehicle Grid Integration in California
California has taken a range of actions to explore and support development of programs and standards
that facilitate vehicle grid integration (VGI).
Starting in 2012, the state’s grid operator, the California Independent System Operator Corporation
(CAISO) took the lead in drafting a VGI Roadmap in coordination with the Governor’s Office, the
California Energy Commission, the California Public Utilities Commission and the California Air
Resources Board. The goal of the roadmap was to identify creative approaches that could lead to EV
charging behavior that is beneficial (or at least not adverse) to grid reliability, as well as promote
aggregation of EV resources in order to allow those resources to be bid into the CAISO wholesale
market to provide grid services. In total, The VGI Roadmap provided a high-level plan to enable this
combination of activities. After multiple rounds of policymaker and stakeholder review, the Roadmap
was published in 2014.149
The California Public Utilities Commission has also established a VGI Working Group, which was
created to assess how and whether the adoption of a communication protocol is necessary to enable
VGI resources to more economically participate in electricity markets at scale. The working group
allowed participants to review, understand, and discuss the technical details of existing communication
protocols. The outputs of the working group are intended to help the Commission determine any
requirements necessary for charging station investments the investor-owned utilities make, inform the
California Air Resources Board SB 454 Electric Vehicle Charging Open Access Act activities, and allow
the California Energy Commission to understand how to better characterize EV load and infrastructure
flexibility as part of their Integrated Energy Policy Report and investment programs. The Working Group
released a draft final report for public comment in spring of 2018.150
Finally, the state has supported pilot projects to explore VGI opportunities. Specifically, a vehicle-togrid (V2G) demonstration project at Los Angeles Air Force Base uses a non-tactical fleet of 34 lightand medium- duty plug-in electric and hybrid vehicles and their bi-directional charging stations to not
only charge their vehicles but also provide grid services back to the system, earning the revenue for the
Base. Following the V2G demonstration, some batteries will be removed from the EVs to evaluate and
quantify potential impacts to the batteries from V2G operational cycles and to predict potential longterm impacts.151

Public Transportation Electrification
The U.S. vehicle fleet contains roughly 70,000 transit buses on the road, fueled mostly by diesel, with
approximately 5,000 to 6,000 of those buses replaced each year. These heavy-duty buses account for less than
one percent of transportation sector CO2 emissions each year, but the vehicle turnover rate provides significant
opportunity for fleet replacement and improvement. Transit electrification, in particular, would result in national
emissions reductions of up to 18 million metric tons CO2 and improved local air quality in cities.152 Taking diesel
buses off the road can also result in large reductions in health-harming particulate pollution. Local governments
can take action to specifically target these health benefits: for example, when Seattle was rolling out its electric
bus system, it started with those routes in communities that face disproportionate air pollution and health impacts
to “bring the benefits of zero emissions buses there first.”153
Vehicle operators had originally expressed concerns about changes to their daily schedule including travel
limitations of battery capacity and the need for convenient and efficient charging infrastructure. However, recent
technological advancements are lowering these operational concerns by enabling some electric buses to be
equipped with battery packs that are large enough to travel a complete typical route, and newer proprietary models
can recharge rapidly, sometimes as fast as ten minutes.154 City bus drivers have given generally positive feedback
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about electric buses, noting their operational similarity yet relative quietness compared to diesel buses.155
The main barrier to ramping up electrification of public transit is the high upfront cost of electric buses compared
to equivalent diesel buses, although research indicates that electric buses have much lower operating costs and can
already be cheaper on a total cost of ownership basis than conventional buses today, and will reach unsubsidized
upfront cost parity with diesel buses by 2030.156 Additionally, fully electric buses do not require overhead wire
cable infrastructure that supply electricity to trolley buses in some cities, and they also eliminate the need for any
emissions from petroleum fuel sources, both minimizing unsightly infrastructure and improving local air quality.
Existing gas station infrastructure can also be expanded to support the build out of fast charging stations without
the need to add new stations in areas that have the sites set aside for vehicle fueling.
Cities can play a role in encouraging development of the electric bus industry, bringing down overall costs,
through direct partnership and engagement efforts with electric bus manufacturers. LA Metro, for example, signed
a motion in July 2017 committing the transit agency to work with the electric bus industry to ensure that
manufacturers are aware of cities’ demand for specific types of electric bus models.157 Cities’ direct engagement
with manufacturers may encourage the industry to increase the number of electric bus models offered, giving
purchasers greater options to meet their specific needs and helping with technological improvement and cost
reduction.158 In addition, some organizations are exploring utility on-bill financing to accelerate investment in
transit electrification.159
Finally, school buses present an additional opportunity for public transit electrification. The electrification
opportunity has garnered significant public support due to the health benefits children stand to gain from avoided
inhalation of emissions from diesel exhaust,160 with programs under way in California and Massachusetts.161
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Case Study: City Conversions to Zero Emissions Vehicles
In light of the benefits and opportunities in bus electrification, cities are prioritizing the conversion
through policy measures. A dozen global cities, including U.S. cities like Los Angeles and Seattle and
international cities such as Auckland, Barcelona, and Vancouver, have signed the Fossil-Fuel-Free
Streets Declaration, pledging them to purchase only zero-emissions buses beginning in 2025.162
Meanwhile, other cities have already proven that full bus electric conversion is possible. Shenzhen,
just north of Hong Kong and home to electric bus manufacturer BYD Motors, has a full electric bus fleet
of 16,359 vehicles.163 The city has also built 300 bus chargers over the last few years that recharge the
batteries in roughly two hours. The conversion and infrastructure were made possible through
substantial financial investments made by the city ($500 million in 2017 alone) with the primary goal of
significantly improving air quality, while also reducing operating costs in comparison to diesel buses.
The Shenzhen all-electric bus fleet is roughly three times the size of New York City’s entire bus fleet
and is expected to save the equivalent of 345,000 tons of diesel fuel and reduce CO2 emissions by
more than 1.3 million tons.

Case Study: Los Angeles’s Transition to Electric Buses
Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transit Authority (L.A. Metro) has not had a diesel bus in service for
more than six years after replacing all these higher emitting vehicles with natural gas. Now, the City of
Los Angeles plans to eliminate emissions entirely from its more than 2,300 vehicle bus fleet by 2030
through transitioning to electric buses or zero-emission vehicles that run on hydrogen. This will include
turnover of fleets operated by L.A. Metro, L.A. Department of Transportation (LADOT), and other
neighboring transportation agencies. In 2013, L.A. Metro contracted with Chinese manufacturer BYD
Motors for 25 electric buses as part of a $30 million pilot project. This has led to more contracts signed
in 2017 with manufacturers like BYD for 60 more 40-foot buses and up to 100 articulated 60-foot
electric buses from New Flyer to move the needle toward meeting the 2030 pledge.164 Proterra has a
contract to provide LADOT with 25 buses by 2019.165 L.A. Mayor Eric Garcetti has noted that early
implementation will both improve air quality sooner and lead to quieter streets and could eventually
encourage the trucking and freight industry to make similar changes.166

Broader Programmatic Measures
Because transportation is inextricably intertwined with economic activity of states and local governments, there
are many broader programmatic measures that may not be solely transportation focused but can have significant
impacts on the sector. For instance, many policies surrounding urban planning, such as development standards or
economic development, have significant transportation components. In addition, marketing and educational
efforts, while critical to the success of many initiatives discussed throughout this paper, are often not limited to
one initiative but can span multiple programs and goals.

Goods Movement and Delivery Standards
Freight trucks for on road transportation of goods account for a significant share of medium- and heavy-duty fleet
emissions and make up over a fifth of emissions from the entire transportation sector alone.167 Heavy-duty
combination trucks used for long-haul freight movement traveled over 170,000 million miles in 2015 with
average fuel economy less than six miles per gallon.168 Though a smaller portion of overall emissions, vocational
vehicles can also be some of the heaviest emitters on a per gallon basis. In 2015, Class 3 through 8 trucks, which
includes trucks used for heavy hauling and towing for individual and business purposes, traveled nearly 110,000
million miles with average fuel economy around seven miles per gallon.169 On-road delivery and service vehicles,
machinery at ports for goods movement, and cement and dump trucks offer opportunities for advanced clean
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technology and improved emissions standards. In addition, goods movement is often concentrated in already
disadvantaged communities.170 As such, improvements in efficiency of the goods movement system can be an
important tool in lowering local air pollution hazards in these areas.
Policies and approaches to address standards for goods movement and delivery can vary greatly depending on
specific use, but may include:
•
•
•
•

Vehicle idling restrictions;
Last mile delivery plans;
Truck emissions and efficiency standards; and
Electrification.

These are each explored individually through case studies below. In addition, some cities have begun pursuing
comprehensive goods movement planning, combining multiple of these measures and others explored throughout
this paper into one strategy.

Vehicle Idling Restrictions
Idling—running a vehicle’s combustion engine when the vehicle is not moving—not only wastes fuel and raises
refueling costs, but also increases the emissions of air pollutants that can cause significant public health effects.
The benefits of idling reductions are seen both as cost savings through reduced fuel use and as emissions
reductions and corresponding reductions in health hazards. The Department of Energy estimated that each year
more than 6 billion gallons of diesel and gasoline fuel are wasted by vehicle engine idling. This costs more than
$20 billion a year in fuel costs alone. 171 This can greatly increase local and GHG air pollution: if half of idling is
presumed to be diesel and half from gasoline, this fuel burn would result in the emissions of nearly 62 million
tons of CO2 each year.172
For this reason, certain states and municipalities have enacted laws to impose fees on idlers.173 For example,
Massachusetts explicitly prohibits, and can impose a penalty for, the unnecessary operation of motor engines
when a vehicle is stopped for more than five minutes.174 The law specifically aims to cut down on air pollution
and extends to delivery vehicles but exempts those in which operations require assisted power as part of the
process of goods and merchandise exchange. Fines can range from $100 to $25,000 and are enforced by federal,
state, and local public health officials. New York has a similar anti-idling law limiting idling to no more than five
minutes, and New York City has its own law limiting trucks and buses to idling for no more than three minutes.175

Case Study: Ozone Transport Commission Regional Efforts
In November 2017, the Ozone Transport Commission (OTC) signed a resolution concerning state idling
reduction programs.176 The OTC is a 12-state member organization (plus D.C.), established under
Sections 176A and 184 of the federal Clean Air Act, that has pledged to reduce ground-level ozone
through regional actions. The resolution aimed to implement or improve idling reduction programs to
reduce NOx emissions as part of improving unhealthy levels of ozone air pollution both in the OTC
participant states, as well as in neighboring states. The section on education and outreach below
explores some of the programs that OTC states have put in place under this pledge.

Last Mile Delivery
California’s ARB has been hosting stakeholder meetings and working groups to investigate early market
opportunities for zero-emission heavy-duty trucks Class 3 to 7, as part of the Advanced Clean Local Trucks
program for last mile delivery and local trucks.177 Delivery vehicles in urban areas often operate on a stop-and-go
basis with periods of idling. However, because they are centrally located, they are well suited for clean
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technology and any related infrastructure. ARB aims to develop advanced clean trucks as another facet in their
suite of emissions reductions strategies to achieve deep decarbonization and improve air quality. Considerations
as part of the program development include establishing a robust maintenance network and supply chain,
understanding operational data and costs, and potential overlap with Phase 2 GHG and low NOx engine
standards.

Federal Heavy-Duty Truck Emissions Standards
As discussed in the “Light- and Heavy-Duty Vehicle Emissions Standards” section of this paper, EPA and
NHTSA have the authority to establish emissions standards for heavy duty vehicles. California may also set
standards that other states may adopt.
Federal Phase 1 (2011) and Phase 2 (2016) regulations for Greenhouse Gas Emissions Standards and Fuel
Efficiency Standards for Medium- and Heavy-Duty Engines and Vehicles were finalized as part of a national
program to reduce emissions and fuel consumption from combination tractors, heavy-duty pickup trucks and
vans, and vocational vehicles. Phase 1 implements separate standards for engines that power combination tractors
and vocational vehicles178 while Phase 2 promotes newer and more efficient trucks and encourages the
deployment of more advanced technology while remaining cost effective. 179 The 2016 Phase 2 standards, as
finalized, cover model years 2018 to 2027 for certain trailers and model years 2021 to 2027 for semi-trucks, large
pickup trucks, vans, buses, and work trucks. Phase 2 also include a set of rules regulating emissions from “glider”
trucks, which are repurposed, old, and higher emitting engines that are placed into new truck bodies. These
regulations closed a loophole under which these trucks were previously not regulated under current model year
emissions standards. In the Final Rule adopting Phase 2 of these standards in October of 2016, EPA estimated
that the final standards would reduce CO2 emissions by roughly 1.1 billion metric tons, save vehicle owners $170
billion in fuel costs, and reduce oil consumption by up to two billion barrels over the lifetime of the vehicles sold
under the program.180
California has also developed heavy duty emissions standards under its Clean Air Act designated authority.
Similar to the light duty standards, in the California Phase 2 standards, California is aligning with the federal
Phase 2 standards in structure, timing, and stringency, but with some minor California differences.181
The current administration has proposed to rescind the glider rules.182 In addition, EPA notes that it has received
numerous petitions for reconsideration of the GHG standards for medium- and heavy-duty vehicles, though it has
not yet taken action to review or propose rescinding those rules.183 If it does so, or continues in repealing the
glider rules, states that want to address pollution from glider trucks could adopt a version of California’s Truck
and Bus Rule, which phases out pre-2010 engines by 2023.184

Diesel Retirement Programs
One way to promote and accelerate the replacement of diesel-powered trucks is through retirement incentive
programs, which can have significant impacts on local and GHG pollution emissions. A study of a 2006 Ports of
Los Angeles and Long Beach regulations establishing forced retirement timelines showed significant reductions
in carbon monoxide (30 percent), oxides of nitrogen (48 percent) and infrared opacity (a measure of particulate
matter, 54 percent).185
These programs can take numerous forms. For example, one option is direct grants for replacing diesel equipment
that provide financial incentives to private and public owners of certain vehicles to retire those vehicles. These
programs can be designed to target certain technologies (e.g., heavy duty diesel trucks) or emissions (e.g., only
those vehicles above a certain emissions threshold are eligible for the program) and may include requirements for
replacement vehicles such as existing emissions or fleet standards for new vehicles. The Texas Emissions
Reduction Program (TERP), for example, is a first-come, first-served grant program to upgrade or replace diesel
heavy-duty vehicles and/or equipment. 186
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Grant programs can also target emissions reductions in specific communities. For example, the California
Community Air Protection Funds to Reduce Emissions in AB 617 Communities targets engine replacement,
repower, and infrastructure projects in disadvantaged and low-income areas. This policy utilizes direct retirement
grants through the state’s Carl Moyer Memorial Air Quality Standards Attainment Program as well as clean truck
efficiency improvement and repower incentives through the Goods Movement Emission Reduction Program. The
program is also funded directly through cap-and-trade revenues.187
Additionally, states can implement policies that create incentives for retirements by allowing retirements to count
toward compliance with regulatory requirements. For example, California’s Fleet Rule for Public Agencies and
Utilities allows a municipality or utility to retire a vehicle and have that retirement count towards the state’s Best
Available Control Technology (BACT) compliance requirement.188 States and local authorities can take
advantage of sources of funding to support these efforts, such as those available under the DERA program and
through the VW settlement discussed earlier.

Electrification
Emissions and fuel efficiency standards can contribute to emissions reductions from heavy trucks and lead to
better local air quality, but electrification will greatly enhance improvements in both. Improving diesel fuel
efficiency can reduce CO2 emissions in freight vehicles by roughly 40 percent but powering electric heavy-duty
vehicles with renewable resources can reduce lifecycle emissions by more than 80 percent.189 In late 2017, the
first electric highway or eHighway in the U.S. was demonstrated near the ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach in
California through a South Coast Air Quality Management District and Siemens partnership. Southern California
Edison (SCE) also provided engineering support for the project, which aligns with SCE’s Clean Power and
Electrification Pathway proposal which calls for enhancing electrification to improve air quality, especially for
vulnerable communities such as those near the ports that sit along freight corridors like the I-710 Freeway. To
address this concern, state and local transit agencies have initiated the I-710 Corridor Project to use alternative
electric technology to modernize the freight corridor through zero-emission vehicles and expanded transit
services.190 Benefits of the eHighway and related initiatives include emissions and air pollution reductions, as well
as lower costs in goods movement that can be passed on to customers through lower prices.191

Comprehensive Goods Movement Strategies
While emissions reduction, air quality, health, and innovation are all necessary considerations for improvements
in goods and delivery services, they are not the only considerations. Local governments must maintain the
infrastructure necessary to move products efficiently and also leave room for growth of business and population.
For example, Toronto is currently working on a policy framework for Freight and Goods Movement Strategy that
will determine specific actions to help the city manage growth and development while also considering the
nation’s commitment to climate action. The plan for the freight network will take into account the impacts of the
existing goods movement system for use in future planning from an environmental impact perspective including
noise pollution and GHG emissions reduction.192 Some goals and key principles included in the policy planning
process will include identifying primary routes used for goods movement and how these routes impact
surrounding neighborhoods and municipalities, creating preferred travel ways for oversized loads, and enacting a
policy that works with the city’s existing transportation initiatives.

Development Standards and Congestion Reduction Approaches
Each time a person decides to make a trip, they choose between several options: driving, biking, walking, or
public transportation. The transportation method is chosen based on many factors, including cost, transit time,
comfort, availability and price of parking, the number of people with whom they are traveling, the amount of
luggage, and the number of trips required.
Different modes of transportation have different characteristics and impacts. For example, walking and biking are
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GHG-free forms of transportation that use public space effectively yet limit people by accessibility and distance.
Cars allow for greater comfort, convenience, and distance travelled, yet are expensive, emit GHGs, and contribute
to traffic congestion. Public transit represents a relatively inexpensive, low-GHG form of transportation, yet can
require longer transit times and costly infrastructure investments and does not equally support all riders and all
destinations.
Policymakers can develop policies and standards that prioritize improved environmental, economic, and social
performance, and result in lowered emissions, traffic, or transit times. Policies commonly take one of two
approaches to do so:
•
•

Encouraging low-impact transportation modes through policies such as improved public transit,
transit prioritization, and increased attractiveness of cycling or walking; and
Discouraging high-impact transportation modes through polices such as congestion pricing or
through parking policies.

The benefits of low-impact development policies are highly intertwined with and depend upon the characteristics
of other modes of transportation. For example, bus prioritization policies have greater impacts if buses are electric
or low-emitting. Additionally, transit and bicycle infrastructure must be utilized to be effective and recoup
investment, and thus often requires marketing and outreach.

Transit Prioritization
Transit prioritization policies offer incentives to take low-carbon transportation while discouraging forms of
transit that incur high amounts of pollution and/or traffic congestion. Transit prioritization policies aim to
prioritize walking and biking, two forms of transportation that create no GHG emissions. Secondary priorities
include public transit and high-occupancy vehicles. Policies commonly aim to actively disincentivize singleoccupancy vehicles (often excluding EVs or those with alternative fuels). Incentives can range from high
occupancy vehicle (HOV) lanes offered to carpoolers and/or EVs, higher parking costs, free parking EV,
universal access transit pass programs, lanes dedicated to public transit buses and bikes, or taxes and/or fees for
drivers. Below this section explores three commonly used and effective options: parking policies, congestion
pricing, and bus prioritization.
Bus Prioritization
Buses are a flexible mode of transportation that utilize space effectively, carrying many more passengers than a
private car for a given amount of road space. Buses are also able to carry passengers both along main transport
corridors and to and from outlying suburban and rural areas. However, one study estimated that buses typically
spend 50 to 60 percent of their run time in motion, 20 percent serving bus stops, and 20 to 30 percent stopped at a
traffic signal or in a congestion delay.193 Bus prioritization policies aim to improve the attractiveness of taking the
bus by increasing their speed and reliability. Policies include physical and operational measures to achieve faster
travel times, more efficient boarding operations, improved ridership experience, and a reduction in time that the
bus is stopped in traffic. Benefits include increased ridership (generating increased revenue) and operational (fuel)
savings, both increasing the effectiveness of bus transit.
Policies can include exclusive bus lanes, bus rapid transit, bus bypass shoulders, transit signal priority to shorten
the traffic signal’s red phase or extends the green phase for an approaching bus, and queue jumpers to allow buses
and other vehicles in the far right turn or bus-only lane to proceed ahead of traffic in adjacent lanes. A key
consideration for many of these policies is how bus prioritization policies affect traffic systems.194 Policymakers
can also develop new bus routes with attention to the design and placement of new bus stops to meet locational
ridership demand and to increase rider comfort.
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Case Study: Bus Prioritization Across the U.K.
In the U.K., where bus is often the main mode of public transportation (and, in many areas, the only
public transit option for local trips), many municipalities have implemented a range of bus prioritization
options.195 Some key policy examples include:
•

The town of Barking has benefited from the East London Transit bus prioritization scheme, with
improved journey times and better links between East London business centers and to rail
services. Bus ridership has increased by 20 percent since implementation of the policy.

•

In Greater Manchester, the Chorlton bus prioritization policy installed bus lanes to and from
Chorlton and built out bus stops to facilitate faster and easier boarding and prevent buses from
traffic congestion. Parking and pedestrian crossings were concurrently redesigned to minimize
conflicts between pedestrians, cyclists, drivers, and parked cars. Morning peak bus journeys
became five minutes faster and ridership increased by 23 percent.

•

Leeds installed two and a half miles of dedicated bus lines that can also be used by cyclists.
Initial monitoring showed that bus user satisfaction with transit time and service reliability rose
by 60 percent and 44 percent, respectively. Initial surveys showed increased ridership by nine
percent. Bicycle trips have also increased by 33 percent.

•

Mansfield built a new, fully enclosed bus station with a connecting footbridge to the railway
station to encourage multimodal transit. The bus station was designed to address deficiencies in
passenger comfort with the old bus station, including limited weather protection, safety and
security for passengers, operational safety, accessibility, and links with the town center. A study
showed that each £1 of investment by the Mansfield Public Transport Interchange delivered
benefits of up to £6.5. Ridership increased by seven percent in the first year of the bus station’s
operation.

•

South East Hampshire developed over two miles of lanes for the sole use of buses and cyclists.
The new route delivered up to £6.94 in economic benefits for each £1 invested. After the first
two years of service, bus ridership increased by 48 percent. Passenger satisfaction has
increased by more than 20 percent on average.

Congestion Pricing
Congestion pricing, sometimes called value pricing, can take many forms, with the overall goal of charging
drivers for valuable driving conditions—access to certain areas or roads, often at certain times. The policy utilizes
market forces to reduce the waste associated with traffic congestion which, as discussed above, is correlated with
numerous negative outcomes such as increased emissions, strain on roadways, poor health, and decreased
productivity and economic activity. Fees can make drivers more conscious of these impacts by placing a price on
these negative externalities. Congestion pricing plans commonly aim to shift the time, mode, route, or overall
number of drivers along routes of high traffic congestion. Several variations of congestion pricing include:196
•
•
•
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Peak/off peak charges: time-of-day charging that seeks to shift trip times commonly away from peak
commuting times;
Zone charges: variable or fixed charges to drive within or into a congested area within a city, seeking
to shift trips to public transit or other types of transportation;
Variable lane charges: variable tolls on separated lanes within a highway, such as express toll lanes
or high-occupancy toll (HOT) lanes;

•
•

Variable tolls on entire roadways: variable tolls on entire roads or bridges, which can also include
implementing peak-pricing on existing toll-free facilities during rush hours; and
Area-wide or system-wide charges: per-mile charges on all roads within an area or on a roadway
network that may vary by level of congestion.

Public transit systems and other advanced transportation programs can also benefit from the substantial revenue
generated from congestion pricing: while a portion of generated revenues usually fund the operation of electronic
toll-collection equipment and traffic-management systems, remaining funds collected through congestion charges
can be distributed to a variety of initiatives, including public transit, cycling infrastructure improvement or road
maintenance and repair.
One important consideration for congestion policies is the economic burden it could place on low-income and
disadvantaged communities and potential impacts to economic activity in areas with high congestion pricing.
One way to address this is to utilize funds collected through the pricing to provide toll discounts or credits to lowincome families to address any disparate impacts that congestion pricing may place on low-income individuals.
Additionally, it may be important to ensure that public transit is sufficiently accessible and effective for those who
respond to the congestion price signal and transition to those transit systems. Education and outreach can also be
important. Research suggests that to successfully gain approval of congestion pricing, proposals need to be
perceived as benefiting drivers individually and not simply society at large.197
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Case Study: New York City’s Congestion Pricing
New York City’s long and contested implementation of congestion pricing demonstrates many of the
key considerations, and hurdles, in implementing the policy. In April 2007, New York City released a
congestion pricing proposal, the first proposal of its kind for a major North American city, following in
the footsteps of Singapore, London and Stockholm. The Plan, introduced by then-Mayor Michael
Bloomberg as part of his comprehensive sustainability plan, plaNYC,198 proposed a three-year pilot
program to charge vehicles traveling into or within a predetermined area in Downtown Manhattan. At
the end of the pilot program, the City and State would decide if the program should be made
permanent.
The congestion pricing plan, though not yet enacted, generated debates at the city and state levels.
Polls showed that most New York City residents supported the proposal if revenue was used for
expanded transit service.199 While a majority of New York State Senate and New York City Council
members supported a modified pricing proposal, many representatives from outer boroughs and
suburbs did not support the proposal. The New York State Assembly ultimately did not put the proposal
to a vote, causing the proposal to fail.200
Since the time of that proposal, the City’s traffic congestion has not improved: a 2016 study showed
that New York City’s traffic congestion is second worst among cities in America and third worst among
cities in the world.201 Studies have also documented the economic impacts of traffic congestion. For
example, a recent study estimated that it will cost the New York metro area economy $100 billion over
the next five years.202
However, congestion pricing has resurfaced in New York City politics. In October 2017, Governor
Andrew Cuomo convened the Fix NYC Advisory Panel to develop recommendations to address the
city’s severe traffic congestion problems in Manhattan’s Central Business District (CBD) and identify
sources of revenue to pay for necessary upgrades to the city’s subway system. In January 2018, the
Fix NYC Advisory Panel released a report that recommended congestion zone pricing for vehicles
driving in Manhattan below 60th street: $11.52 for cars, between $2 and $5 for taxis or other for-hire
vehicles, and $25.34 for trucks. Collected revenue would fund repairs for the City’s public transit
system.203
Parking Policies
In many places, parking is provided as a public good, either free or cheaply available in workplaces and public
places. However, access to parking can increase a driver’s willingness to use a car. The cost and accessibility of
parking is a key determinant of a person’s choice to purchase a car, as well as their perception of a trip’s speed,
cost, and comfort.204 As such, it can contribute to negative outcomes such as congestion and local air pollution as
it creates hidden incentives for more cars on the road.
Policies that reflect a more accurate “cost” of parking or reduce the amount of parking spots at certain destinations
can help to change these incentives, instead pushing consumers to reduce driving in compact cities. For example,
policies that remove minimum parking requirements, implement maximum parking development standards and/or
impose parking fees where parking capacity is abundant can help reduce work commuting by car by making
alternative forms of transportation (public transportation, walking) more comparatively appealing. One study
identified limited access to free workplace parking as one of the most effective ways to reduce commuting by car
to work. The same study found that that the decision to drive is inversely correlated with the walking distance to
one’s parking spot, especially in dense urban areas.205
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While too much parking can increase traffic congestion by encouraging more vehicle trips, too little parking can
also, somewhat counterintuitively, increase traffic congestion: drivers searching for available parking, or cruising,
can create large amounts of downtown traffic.206 Policymakers must strike a balance between maintaining enough
parking locations in high density places to prevent cruising-induced congestion and limiting parking supply to
discourage driving.
Ride-Sharing Opportunities
Ride-sharing services have grown significantly in the past few years. Once limited to carpools and informal
services, ride-sharing* is now dominated by app-based services such as Lyft, Via, and Uber, which allow users to
call on-demand private rides as well as share rides with other users. Revenue from these services exceeded $11.7
billion in 2017 and is expected to grow more than 15 percent per year for the coming five years.207 In 2016, more
than half of American adults had heard of ridesharing apps like Uber and Lyft, with 15 percent using the
services.208
The appeal of these services is both convenience and cost-related. A study conducted in New York City showed
that ridesharing rides were both significantly cheaper and had lower wait times (and thus increased convenience)
as compared to traditional cab rides. These effects were magnified in areas that were not typical “hot spots” for
traditional yellow cab service—outer boroughs and other less trafficked areas.209
In addition to these personal benefits, ridesharing creates opportunities for potentially advancing other
transportation goals. For example, ridesharing could be utilized to increase mobility options for low-income
communities. Lack of access to transportation can be a significant issue in low-income and disadvantaged
communities, limiting economic and social mobility and reducing opportunity. Transportation is also a key factor
in workers’ ability to find and retain employment.210 Low-income commutes are longer than average, and lowincome households spend a greater portion of their incomes on transportation (especially if the primary mode of
transportation is a private car).211 If designed appropriately, a (possibly subsidized) ride-sharing program could
help improve access to low-cost transportation opportunities for these communities. Ridesharing has also been
considered as a way to reduce congestion, as a significant portion of traffic in some cities, such as San Francisco
and Los Angeles, is attributable to drivers searching for parking.212 Thus, ridesharing can eliminate significant
driving time, congestion, and criteria pollutant and GHG emissions.213
However, these benefits are far from guaranteed, and without policy intervention may be outweighed by negative
impacts. Ride sharing may, for example, increase total vehicle miles, leading to increased congestion and
emissions. The same study in New York City noted that ride sharing services generated an additional 600 million
vehicle miles from 2013 to 2016, an amount greater than total mileage of yellow cabs in Manhattan and
constituting 3.5 percent of vehicle mileage for all vehicles citywide.214 Over half of these miles were added in
“inner ring” Manhattan, leading to a seven percent increase in vehicle miles in this already crowded area, an
increase that could lead to a “substantial” worsening of traffic congestion. Furthermore, this study noted that
these increases are not resulting in any offsetting reduction in private car use. Instead, the study observed a
decrease in bus and subway ridership.215 A broader study found that ride-sharing trips resulted in a six percent net
reduction in transit among Americans in major cities.216 This reduction in public transportation can create funding
issues for public transit systems that rely on certain ridership levels to maintain adequate revenues. The study
estimates that 49 percent to 61 percent of ride-hailing trips would have not been made at all, or by walking,
biking, or transit, leading the authors to conclude that ride-sharing is currently likely to contribute to growth in
VMT in the major cities represented in the study, which can increase emissions and local congestion.
Thus, policymakers looking to capture the benefits of ridesharing may wish to explore new creative models for
the service. These models could include targeting technological development and advancement through programs

*

While this section is focused on ride-sharing, other services such as car2go and Zipcar provide car sharing services that allow a user to
borrow a car for minutes, hours, or days.
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to encourage EVs (and potentially automated EVs) to be incorporated more quickly into ridesharing fleets. Some
policymakers are also exploring ways to ensure that low- and moderate-income communities can take advantage
of ridesharing programs. A study at Carnegie Mellon’s Center for the Future of Work is currently underway to
explore how ridesharing can help disadvantaged communities “get moving.” 217 Policymakers can also take
lessons learned from the ridesharing experience to apply toward public transit systems and work to improve the
convenience and affordability of these systems to more directly provide alternatives to car-based transportation.
Cities could also consider the creation of occupancy based VMT fees on rideshare companies, in order to create
additional financial incentives for pooled trips.

Case Study: Our Community CarShare Sacramento
In May 2017, Sacramento launched Our Community CarShare, a program for Sacramento residents to
share electric cars.218 Four low income communities and the Sacramento Valley Train Depot were
selected to each have two EVs parked onsite in designated spaces outfitted with charging locations.
Residents in the selected communities with vehicles and chargers can rent cars through the ZipCar app
up to three times per week and three hours per day. Qualifying members received a free membership.
The California ARB funded the memberships and expenses to purchase the cars and install the
chargers through cap-and-trade revenues.219

Bicycle Master Planning
Bicycling is an affordable, GHG-free method of transportation with many additional benefits of providing
physical activity, supporting social interaction, and reducing traffic congestion and stress on public transit.220
Bicycles also use public space efficiently. However, many barriers prevent more people from biking, including
bicyclists’ perceived lack of safety, possible longer transit time compared to other forms of transportation (though
in congested areas, bicycling may improve commute times), lack of adequate cycling infrastructure (such as bike
racks), and lack of sufficiently connected bike routes.
Local governments can implement Bicycle Master Plans to encourage greater amounts of cycling. Bicycle Master
Plans commonly aim to achieve two main goals: to increase the use of bicycling for all trip purposes and to
improve the safety of bicyclists throughout the city. To do so, they commonly identify a set of actions to be
completed over the long term to develop and improve bike infrastructure within a particular location. Plans
typically involve the designation and expansion of new bike routes (particularly those separated from vehicles or
on low-traffic routes), the creation of adequate safety barriers to protect bicyclists from parked and moving
vehicles, the installation of cycling-related infrastructure (including foot rests and bicycle tire pumps), roadway
crossing improvements (including safety improvements to key intersections), and comprehensive bicycle route
signage systems that show distances and directions to major destinations. Bicycle Master Plans may also include
plans to increase lane markings, repaint bike lines with highly visible colors, or install bicycle and pedestrian
bridges to make critical connections across barriers.
Given that cycle-friendly infrastructure represents a relatively low-cost method to increase low-carbon transit,
bicycle master planning can be highly attractive to policymakers. Counties and municipalities commonly develop
Bicycle Master Plans that detail road-specific upgrades. Many large cities in the United States have Bicycle
Master Plans, including Seattle, Los Angeles, and New York (see, e.g., the Seattle Seattle’s Bike Master Plan
case study below).221
When larger entities, such as states, develop cycling plans, they commonly delegate road-specific plans to
municipalities. Plans enacted by larger entities commonly set broader goals and frameworks through which future
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state transportation policy will accommodate cyclists. For example, Virginia released a State Policy Bicycle Plan
in 2011 that identified current cycling conditions, programs, and policies, and then recommended four key areas
of action: clarifying statewide policies, integrating bicycling into other state programs, improving outreach and
coordination, and measuring and evaluating progress.222 State and local entities may also coordinate to create,
maintain, and upgrade regional bike routes.
Policymakers can also form partnerships with transit agencies, cycling alliances, local non-profits, and other
service providers to ensure that bike lanes remain safe and appropriately used. Education, enforcement, and
encouragement programs may be useful to educate bicyclists and motorists about how to co-exist safely on the
road. Other key considerations for policymakers may include local conditions and barriers such as stretches prone
to accidents, urban density, expected future traffic patterns, and topographical and road barriers to cycling route
connectivity. Plans may require additional traffic analysis, neighborhood involvement, and/or revisions to ensure
proper implementation of the plan and achievement of its goals. Plans can also be supplemented by education
programs for motorists and bicyclists about bicycle safety that also serve to encourage more cycling.

Case Study: Copenhagen Cycle Policies
Copenhagen is commonly cited as a world-class leader in bicycle master planning. Through decades of
strategic planning, the city transition from one in 1960 dominated by automobile traffic to one of the
most bicycle-friendly metropolises worldwide. The city encourages cycling “not as a goal in itself but
rather a highly prioritized political tool for creating a more livable city.”223 Copenhagen sees adequate
cycling conditions as a crucial element to meeting the city’s goal of achieving CO2 neutrality by 2025.224
The city releases periodic Cycle Policies to prioritize development and road upgrades that increase the
viability of cycling in the city. Released in 2011, the city’s bicycle strategy plan for 2011 to 2025
identifies two central principles to guide bicycle planning: prioritizing and innovation.225 Prioritizing of
bicycle-friendly infrastructure involves giving more space to cyclists on main transportation roots,
moving existing routes farther away from vehicles, employing traffic calming policies near areas with
high cyclist activity, and creating short cuts for cyclists to decrease travel times. Doing so increases
safety and comfort of existing and potential riders, makes it more possible for cyclists to ride at their
preferred speed, and allows for a greater number of cyclists on the road. The Plan’s second goal of
innovation involves developing and piloting new types of infrastructure, such as creating new types of
bicycle parking, exploring how to turn cobblestone streets into attractive cycle routes, or making certain
streets one-way for cars in order to increase space for cyclists.
Copenhagen’s efforts to increase cycling have had profound results: in 2017, the distance cycled
annually has increased by 22 percent since 2006. In the same period, cyclists’ feeling of safety has
increased by 43 percent while the relative risk of having a serious bicycle accident has been reduced
by 23 percent. In 2017, 41 percent of all trips to work and study to and from Copenhagen were by
bike.226 Copenhagen hopes to increase that percentage to 50 percent of all trips by the end of 2025.227

For policymakers considering the development of a Bicycle Master Plan, the National Association of Cities and
Transportation Officials (NACTO) has released an Urban Bikeway Design Guide.228 The Guide’s purpose is to
provide guidance to urban designers and planners in the design of cyclist-friendly infrastructure. The Guide
profiles best practices for bicycle facility design and application.
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In cities in the United States, rates of bicycle commuting are much lower on average than those of other
international cities. In the United States, only 0.38 percent of trips are cycled nationally, including suburban and
rural areas.229, 230 In Washington, D.C., the population’s low portion of car-owners (almost 37 percent of DC
households do not have access to a motor vehicle, compared to a 10 percent nationally231), coupled with the city’s
high-density land use development pattern, create a large pool of potential cyclists. Starting in 2005, the District
has implemented Bicycle Master Plans and started innovative bikesharing programs to effectively harness the
city’s cycling potential. As a result, the city’s portion of regular bike commuters has risen from 1.16 percent in
2005, to 2.2 percent in 2010, to more than 4 percent in 2015. Peak hour cycling increased by more than 200
percent citywide from 2000 to 2012, and from 2004 to 2014, commute trips by bicycle in D.C. quadrupled. The
city serves as an example of advanced and effective bike prioritization in the United States.

Case Study: Seattle’s Bike Master Plan
In 2014, the Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) released the Seattle Bicycle Master Plan
(BMP), guided by the vision that riding a bicycle is a comfortable and integral part of daily life in Seattle
for people of all ages and abilities.232 This vision is supported by five goals and associated performance
targets:
•

Ridership – quadruple ridership for all trip purposes between 2014 and 2030

•

Safety – improve safety for bicycle riders in Seattle by reducing bicycle collision by half between
2013 and 2030 and achieving zero serious injuries and fatalities by 2030

•

Connectivity – complete construction of a high-quality bicycle network that connects to places
people want to go and provides a time-competitive travel option by 2035

•

Equity – improve bicycle riding for all with zero areas of the City lacking bicycle facilities by 2030

•

Livability – Complete a bicycle network in which 100 percent of households in Seattle are within
a quarter mile of an all-ages and abilities bicycle facility by 2035

To achieve the plan’s vision and goals, SDOT releases implementation plans, updated annually, that
detail specific projects SDOT plans to build each year, serve as an accountability and reporting tool,
and guide future budget requests. Implementation plans assess whether the plan is meeting the
performance targets of each of the five goals. In April 2017, SDOT released its most recent
implementation plan to assess progress and establish project priorities for 2017 to 2021.233
Seattle’s proactive bike planning measures provide the infrastructure to support and enable the city’s
recent surge in the use of dockless (free-floating) bikes. In July 2017, SDOT launched a year-long pilot
program that permitted three private operators to provide low-fee dockless bikes at no cost to the City.
A June 2018 study of the pilot showed that the number of dockless bikes in Seattle jumped from zero in
July to more than 100,000 six months later, representing nearly a quarter of all dockless bikes
nationwide. Seattle’s dockless bikes were ridden at least 468,000 times during this six-month period.234
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Vehicle Miles Traveled Reduction Measures
Vehicle miles traveled (VMT) is a measure often used to define the usage of light duty (and occasionally heavyduty) vehicles. Reducing VMT, a conservation approach to transportation planning, can result in significant GHG
and local criteria emission reductions. The national VMT trend is increasing largely due to development sprawl:
since 1980, the number of miles Americans drive has grown three times faster than population and nearly twice as
fast as vehicle registrations. If this trend continues, it could result in a nearly 50 percent increase in national VMT
between 2005 and 2030.235 To meet GHG targets and other goals, states will need to identify opportunities to
slow and reverse this trend. For example, NRDC projects that to meet nationwide 80 percent below 2050 targets,
VMT would have to fall per capita by 24 percent (coupled with significant increases in efficiency and a transition
to electrified transportation).236
There are myriad policies that can be implemented or designed to reduce VMT, including many of those
discussed in this section and in other reports.237 These strategies may lead consumers to use alternative forms of
transportation (such as walking, carpooling, or public transportation) or reduce the need for transportation at all
(through land use and urban design policies). Policy options fall into four general categories:
•

•

•

•

•

Pricing mechanisms: more accurately reflecting the costs of individual vehicle use can lead consumers to
alternative forms of transportation. As discussed above, these mechanisms may include congestion
pricing, parking policies, or VMT-based fees (that may replace fixed fee vehicle registration fees or even
gas taxes). For example, Oregon is piloting a voluntary VMT-based charge to replace traditional fuel
taxes, under which participants would pay a road usage charge for the amount of miles they drive, instead
of the fuel tax.238
Alternative transportation support: policies that make alternative transportation easier can help reduce
VMT in individual vehicles. These can include bicycle planning and incentives, transit investment and
prioritization, and outreach efforts to encourage the use of these modes of transit.
Transportation demand management: these programs provide incentives or requirements to reduce
transportation demand. One example of such a policy would be a fleet- or company-wide VMT reduction
requirement, though such a target would likely require complementary policies to support its
achievement. Other demand reducing programs could include workplace programs, such as
telecommuting, incentives for living near work (particularly effective for organizations with multiple
locations, such as restaurant franchises, banks, or grocery stores), compressed work week, or incentives
for carpooling. Universal access transit pass programs are often a core element of transportation demand
management programs. One city in which a combination of such policies has been successful is Seattle,
Washington—achieving a 75 percent non-single occupancy vehicle (SOV) mode share as of 2017 through
transit, rideshare, pedestrian, and bicycle policies and programs.239
Shared mobility programs: these programs including car-sharing, ride-sharing, bike- and scooter-sharing,
car-hailing, and ride-sourcing. These programs can also be considered transportation demand
management programs though, as discussed in “Ride Sharing Opportunities” above, policymakers may
need to consider carefully the possible rebound effects of such programs. Shared mobility alternatives
can provide users more transportation choices, offer first and last mile solutions for riders to connect with
transit, reduce traffic congestion, lessen parking pressures, and reduce vehicle miles traveled and GHG
emissions. They can also reduce household transportation costs by allowing individuals to forego the cost
associated with purchasing and maintaining a vehicle. At the same time, car owners can earn extra income
by renting out excess vehicle capacity.
Development standards and policies: development standards and policies can help states, cities, and other
local areas to proactively manage VMT growth by targeting compact development and integration of
alternative forms of transport (see Transportation-Oriented Development below, as well). Such standards
can focus on “infill” of existing developed areas as well as requirements for expanding development. For
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•

example, a state or local city government could create a series of tax credits or other incentives to
encourage development in existing areas and the rehabilitation of existing buildings to encourage infill
rather than building in greenfields and contributing to sprawl. Policymakers could also provide financial
support, such as discounted loans or increased tax deductions, for housing and other private development
projects in locations where VMT will be minimized. Downtown revitalization programs can also help
draw new investment to already developed areas and incentivizes denser, more efficient development.
Finally, states and local governments could require GHG and/or VMT evaluations in land use
policymaking, regulation, and legislation. Resources such as the LEED Neighborhood Development
Guide can provide a high-level overview of possible best practices for such evaluations.240
Improvements to local zoning laws: in many areas, local zoning laws typically prohibit denser
development. These laws may limit the impact of VMT reduction efforts through development height
limits, minimum parking requirements, or other zoning requirements that limit the ability to expand
housing and development in urban areas. This has historically lead to an increase in sprawl to
accommodate growing populations. Revisions to zoning laws may be an important precursor to VMT
reduction policies that depend on improving development of housing near urban areas or other
employment and commercial centers. In California, for example, State Senator Scot Weiner introduced a
measure to encourage denser development in part by prohibiting local zoning restrictions on residential
development within half a mile of transit lines.241 Though the measure failed, it may serve as a model for
other measures, such as Los Angeles’ Exposition Corridor Transit Neighborhood Plan.242

Case Study: California’s Sustainable Communities and Mobile Source Strategies
California has targeted a 15 percent reduction in VMT by 2050 as part of its larger strategy to reduce
GHG emissions 80 percent from 1990 levels by 2050.243 A key component of the policies behind this
target is the state’s Sustainable Communities program established under Senate Bill 375 (2008). Under
the Sustainable Communities Act, the California ARB sets regional targets for GHG emissions
reductions from passenger vehicle use; the most recent designations (In March 2018) range from 3 to
19 percent reductions from 2005 levels starting in 2018.244 Each metropolitan planning area is then
required to prepare a "sustainable communities strategy" as a part of its regional transportation plan
that will guide the transportation policies and investments for the region. These strategies must contain
land use, housing, and transportation strategies that, if implemented, would allow the region to meet its
GHG emission reduction targets. The Sustainable Communities Act also established incentives to
encourage local governments and developers to implement the local strategies. For example,
developers can obtain relief from certain environmental review requirements under the California
Environmental Quality Act if their new residential and mixed-use projects are consistent with a regional
sustainable community’s strategy that meets the targets.245
California notes in its 2017 Scoping Plan update that the Sustainable Communities program will enable
the state to make significant progress toward VMT reduction goals, but that additional programs will be
necessary to meet 2050 targets. The state is continuing to explore additional state-level policies to
reduce VMT and promote sustainable communities, including:
•

accelerating equitable and affordable transit-oriented and infill development through new and
enhanced financing and policy incentives and mechanisms;

•

promoting stronger boundaries to suburban growth through enhanced support for sprawl
containment mechanisms such as urban growth boundaries and transfer of development rights
programs;
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•

identifying performance criteria for transportation and other infrastructure investment to ensure
alignment with GHG reduction goals and other state policy priorities and expand access to
transit, shared mobility, and active transportation choices;

•

promoting efficient development patterns that maximize protection of natural and working lands;
developing pricing mechanisms such as road user/VMT-based pricing, congestion pricing, and
parking pricing strategies;

•

reducing congestion and related GHG emissions through commute trip reduction strategies, and

•

programs to maximize the use of alternatives to single-occupant vehicles, including bicycling,
walking, transit use, and shared mobility options.246

Case Study: Minneapolis Shared Mobility Action Plan
In October 2017, the Shared-Use Mobility Center (SUMC) released a Shared Mobility Action Plan for
the Minneapolis-St. Paul region.247 Developed in collaboration with transportation leaders including the
Metropolitan Council, Nice Ride Minnesota, and the Knight Foundation, the plan is designed to expand
shared mobility and public transit options, including car-sharing, ride-sharing, bike- and scooter-sharing,
car-hailing, and ride-sourcing, to help the Twin Cities address anticipated population growth by
expanding service, meeting increased demand, and improving access in low-income and low-density
areas.
The plan aims to reduce traffic congestion and emissions while maintaining the region’s affordability
and livability with an interim goal of removing 20,000 private cars from Twin Cities Roadways within the
next five years and a long-term goal of removing 50,000 within the next decade. The plan aims to do so
by:
• Attracting 30,000 new daily transit riders;
• Sustaining 600 total carshare vehicles;
• Adding 800 bikeshare bikes;
• Adding 1,000 daily vanpool users; and
• Adding 2,000 microtransit and ride-splitting users.
According to SUMC’s analysis, achieving the long-term goal of removing 50,000 cars off the road would
reduce annual VMT by 500 million, avoiding nearly 200,000 metric tons of GHG emissions annually,
and saving residents more than $185 million in annual household transportation costs.248

Transit-Oriented Development
Transit oriented development combines regional planning, city revitalization, and suburban renewal to create
dense, walkable, mixed-use communities centered around high-quality train systems.249 Transit oriented
development aims to maximize the amount of residential, business, and leisure space within walking distance of
public transportation. Doing so ideally minimizes car dependence, which reduces congestion and fuel
consumption while improving emissions. Components can include a train center as a prominent feature of the
town center, mixed-use development (containing offices, retail, residential, and civic buildings), secondary transit
systems (such as streetcars, light rail, or buses), reduced and managed parking removed but within close access to
the town center, and public space. At its core, the community is typically designed with pedestrian comfort as the
highest priority.250
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Studies on transit-oriented development have shown a wide range of benefits, including higher quality of life;
greater mobility and reduced car dependence; increased transit ridership; reduced traffic congestion, car accidents,
and injuries; healthier lifestyle with increased walking; increased foot traffic and consumers for local businesses;
and reduced household spending on transportation.251

Case Study: Los Angeles Promise Zones
Los Angeles’ “Promise Zones” are an example of transportation-oriented development. The Housing
and Urban Development’s Promise Zone initiative began in 2014 as a way to provide special
opportunities to low-income communities to obtain federal funding for encouraging economic growth
and alleviating poverty in the region. In 2015, a neighborhood in south Los Angeles, the South Los
Angeles Transit Empowerment Zone, or SLATE-Z, was designated as a Promise Zone. Nearly half of
the population are first-generation immigrants and 46 percent of residents live in poverty.252 The
neighborhood is located along South L.A.’s transit corridors, which have historically lacked access to
public transportation.
SLATE-Z has identified the safety, affordability, and use of public transit, particularly for students and
low-income residents, as a key technique to stimulate economic development and as a main goal for its
Promise Zone plan. Other goals of the program include increasing transit-oriented development along
recently expanded light rail lines, increasing local jobs around local transit stops, implementing bus
prioritization policies, and providing funding for affordable housing, community development, and job
creation around the neighborhood’s new transit hubs.253

Case Study: Columbus, Ohio, a Smart City
Columbus, Ohio has also pursued transportation-oriented development with the support of the
Department of Transportation’s Smart City Initiative. Launched in 2016, the Smart City Challenge called
for mid-sized cities across America to develop a pitch for an integrated, innovative, and smart
transportation system. Columbus, Ohio beat 77 cities to win the challenge, winning $40 million from
DOT to complete 15 projects and $10 million from Vulcan, Inc. to complete an additional four.
Projects that Columbus is pursuing under the Smart City Initiative include:254
•

A phone-based application to increase the ease of multimodal trip planning, by pulling transit
information into one place;

•

Smart mobility hubs that house necessary infrastructure for biking, driving, and bus in the same
place to encourage multimodal transit;

•

Pilot programs to install LED street lighting to improve safety for pedestrians and Wi-fi
connectivity to increase the comfort of pedestrian transit; and

•

Event parking management technology, which tells users where parking exists and helps them
access it in order to reduce traffic congestion.

While the U.S. DOT projects are in development now, with expected roll out beginning in mid- to late2018, DOT has published a report, “Smart City Challenge: Lessons for Building Cities of the Future,” to
highlight lessons learned and innovative solutions to meet transportation challenges facing American
cities.255 This study noted that many cities highlighted similar transportation and transit issues, such as
transit data collection and communication, intracity goods movement, optimizing traffic flow to avoid
congestion, and reducing parking inefficiencies.
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Advanced Transportation Education and Outreach
While removing financial, technological and logistical barriers can be critical for moving forward advanced
transportation systems and policies, spurring consumers to modify behavior can be equally crucial to the success
and adoption of those policies. Targeted education efforts and marketing campaigns can increase awareness and
understanding of, as well as enthusiasm for, various advanced transportation policies.
Educational campaigns are often employed to target two main aspects of consumer behavior that can act as
barriers to the adoption of advanced transportation opportunities:
•

•

Consumer Awareness: Research shows that people are commonly unaware of transportation policies and
incentives to participate in them.256 Educational efforts can raise awareness of new technology and/or
policies, as well as associated benefits and incentives. Educational initiatives can also dispel myths and
misconceptions about advanced technologies.
Consumer Choice: In addition to helping make consumers aware of options, educational efforts can
provide consumers with the resources to evaluate and make choices based on values such as on cost,
public health, air pollution, and time. Well-executed educational campaigns can empower consumers to
make choices that are better for both them and the environment.

Marketing, education, and outreach initiatives can improve the outcomes of a variety of policy measures
discussed above.

Electric Vehicle Education & Outreach
Consumer distrust and misconception about the relatively new technology behind EVs is a major barrier to
widespread EV adoption. Consumers also generally lack a strong understanding of what electric vehicles are,
what benefits they offer, the models that are available, and the associated incentives. For example, only 21 percent
of respondents to a survey said they know a “fair amount” about electric vehicles and far fewer reported knowing
a “great deal” about them.257 Another study indicated that less than half of U.S. consumers, only 48 percent, are
able to name a specific plug-in EV make and model.258 Even among consumers who could correctly name any EV
model, 95 percent of the respondents could only name either the Nissan Leaf or Tesla Model S, indicating low
awareness about the diversity of available models.259
In addition to general unawareness about EVs, consumers often fall prey to several misconceptions and/or
misunderstandings surrounding EV technology, including:
•

•

•

Consumers either do not understand or properly account for the lower fuel and maintenance costs
of EVs, instead focusing on the vehicle’s high upfront cost in comparison to vehicles with internal
combustion engines. One of the tangible advantages of owning an EV is the energy cost savings
associated with refueling: given current power and fuel prices, each mile of travel with electricity costs
60-80 percent less than a mile with gasoline. However, consumers appear to either not value this benefit
very highly or are unaware of the potential cost savings.260
Consumers experience “range anxiety” about electric vehicles, not realizing the ranges of EVs are
suitable for daily use by the vast majority of consumers. Most EVs in the market have more than
sufficient range to satisfy most customers on a typical day: a study showed that 87 percent of vehicles on
the road could be replaced by a low-cost electric vehicle today, even without the possibility to recharge
during the day.261 However, consumers are likely to overestimate their necessary vehicle range.262
Consumers do not properly understand or know of the advantages of and incentives to purchase
EVs.263 Nationwide, only 44 percent of people were aware of the federal tax incentive for EV purchase.264
Another study found that only 49 percent of new car purchasers in California were aware of the federal
tax incentive and only 33 percent were aware of California’s state-level incentive.265
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•

Consumers perceive EVs as “risky technology,” reducing likelihood of paying a larger upfront cost.
A survey determined that consumer attitudes and uncertainty regarding EV battery technology and the
sustainability of fuel sources may be a barrier to widespread adoption, and that this uncertainty may stem
from a lack of understanding and familiarity.266

EV educational outreach campaigns aim to expand public awareness and comfort with EV technology. State and
municipal policymakers can initiate these campaigns. Some state or local agencies with existing programs have
also utilized the help of outside partners, such as communications and advertisement firms to develop the
campaign. Policymakers can also form partnerships and collaborations with automakers, dealerships, employers,
electric utilities, and community groups, among others, to reach a wider audience.
Electric utilities can also play a vital role in conducting outreach and education campaigns to improve consumer
awareness of EVs and the benefits of ownership. As utilities stand to benefit from the purchase of EVs due to
increased electric demand, they are incentivized to implement educational initiatives to further EV awareness and
adoption. Utilities can do so successfully by working cooperatively with other entities and harnessing existing
consumer relationships. Additionally, utilities can provide valuable access to information and resources to
encourage EV adoption.

Case Study: Southern California Edison (SCE) Charge Ready
For example, as part of Southern California Edison’s Charge Ready Program Pilot, which aimed to
increase the availability of long dwell-time EV charging infrastructure, the utility launched a concurrent
campaign to communicate about EVs and the benefits of electric charging. In order to reach a wider
audience, the campaign produced outreach content for a variety of media platforms, with translations
available in English, Spanish, Korean, Chinese, and Vietnamese. Media platforms included:
•

Paid media, including digital banners, search engine marketing, sponsored social media ads,
and radio;

•

Local booth sponsorship at EV-related events;

•

Direct messaging, including mail or email to targeted consumer populations; and

•

Other channels, including bill inserts, messaging on SCE.com, and social media on SCE sites.

Three months into the campaign, SCE also conducted two outreach events to increase consumers’
awareness of EVs and to provide consumers an overview of SCE’s Charge Ready program, among
other things. The events included a local government kickoff workshop, with 200 estimated attendees,
and a second collaborative event with the San Joaquin Valley EV Partnership (SJVEVP), with an
estimated 50 attendees. The second event featured an EV display in the parking lot, with presentations
on EVs, charging equipment, purchasing incentives, and workplace charging options.
Three months after the start of the campaign, the campaign has increased unique visitor counts on the
campaign’s landing page by 13 percent and has more than doubled the repeat visitor account.
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Ultimately, the goal of educational campaigns is simple: to increase public awareness of and comfort with electric
vehicle technology to encourage further adoption. As consumers with greater knowledge or experience of EVs are
more likely to highly value EVs, consider them as a future purchase option, and be willing to pay a higher upfront
cost for the technology,267 efforts to educate consumers regarding the convenience and potential benefits of EV
technology can help to fundamentally expand the EV market. Educational initiatives also offer the opportunity to
dispel myths surrounding new technology and educate consumers about the benefits of EVs.
Policymakers should identify their target audience—who should the educational or outreach campaign reach.
Education and outreach campaigns can vary tremendously regarding their budget, scope, and duration.
Advertising the availability of incentive to purchase a vehicle may be more effective than advertising the longterm fuel savings of EVs,268 although the lower overall cost of ownership compared to conventional gas vehicles
can also be emphasized. Messaging will likely vary slightly depending on the target audience of the campaign.
However, there is some research on messaging strategies for encouraging EVs that is helpful for policymakers to
consider.269
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Case Study: Plug-in America: Drive Electric
Plug-In America’s Drive Electric Campaign has adopted targeting marketing strategies. Plug-In America
is a national, non-profit advocacy group that aims to accelerate the shift to EVs by providing practical,
objective information to help consumers purchase EVs that fit their lifestyle and needs. The group has
been recognized as a champion of EV market growth and awareness. The group provides consumer
information on EVs through websites, seminars, ride-and-drive events, and other outreach. Plug-In
America has also organized events to connect EV owners with potential future consumers, to foster
peer-to-peer information diffusion. They also founded National Drive Electric Week in 2011, with
organizing help from the Sierra Club and the Electric Auto Association, to heighten awareness of
availability of EVs and connect potential drivers with resources.
The Drive Electric Campaign aims to highlight that EVs can be fun and exciting to drive, they are easier
and cheaper to fuel, they are cheaper to maintain, and that the EV industry is quickly gaining
momentum. The campaign’s messaging aims to appeal to the lifestyle of potential consumers. The
Drive Electric Week commonly includes an “electric tailgate party,” in which electric vehicles are
gathered in a parking lot to show off the cars and provide information, an “EV showcase” at eco-fair,
farmers’ market, auto showroom, or other event, an EV parade, and ride-and-drives, in which potential
EV consumers take EVs for a test drive. The week aims to celebrate EVs at all associated events:
some communities hold EV award ceremonies that present awards to a local company, public official,
agency, or community organization that has particularly helped to promote EV-readiness in the
community. In 2017, the seventh annual Drive Electric Week welcomed over 120,000 attendees across
276 events, spanning all 50 states and the District of Columbia, seven Canadian provinces and six
countries

Advertising Campaign: Drive Change, Drive Electric
The Drive Change, Drive Electric campaign is an example of a broad-based education initiative that has
a goal to increase awareness, consideration and acceptance of all types of EVs among audiences likely
to purchase a car in the next three to five years. Key backers of the campaign include the Alliance of
Automobile Manufacturers, the Association of Global Automakers, and seven Northeast states,
including New York, with facilitation support from the Northeast States for Coordinated Air Use
Management (NESCAUM) and vehicle manufacturer partners. A third party professional advertising
agency is responsible for shaping and developing the messaging.
The campaign identifies three distinct market segments and develops messaging unique to each
segment. While messages will be targeted by segment, all will utilize accessible, approachable, and
aspirational messaging that focuses on the affordability, reliability, safety, comfort and performance
benefits of EVs. In total, the campaign is focused on making the case that EVs as a technology are
convenient and easy to incorporate into daily life. Launched at the 2018 New York International Auto
Show, the campaign will utilize a variety of media platforms, including e-newsletters, websites, earned
and paid social media, and lifestyle events such as National Drive Electric Week. The campaign aims to
create a “toolkit” of initiatives and lifestyle events that can be replicated across multiple markets.
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Idling Reduction Education
As discussed earlier in the Goods Movement and Delivery Standards section, certain states and municipalities
have enacted laws to impose fees on idlers. However, idling can also be reduced through educational efforts that
focus on simple behavioral change of drivers, without any specific penalties imposed for idling. For this reason,
idling reduction through behavioral change is often referred to as the “low hanging fruit” of fuel economy. This
behavioral change can be encouraged through educational initiatives that inform consumers about the benefits of
idling reduction, including using less fuel, therefore reducing air pollution and GHG emissions.270
A variety of entities can implement idling reduction initiatives including state agencies, counties, and regional air
quality associations and coalitions (such as Mid-Atlantic Regional Air Management Association, Northeast States
for Coordinated Air Use Management). Entities may be able to use forms of outside funding, such as state
funding from the Diesel Emission Reduction Act (DERA).

Case Study: State Anti-Idling Outreach
A few states have already introduced anti-idling outreach and educational initiatives. Connecticut’s
Department of Energy and Environmental Protection (DEEP) introduced an anti-idling signage program
to target areas prone to idling complaints, such as schools, Department of Motor Vehicle locations, and
State Parks. DEEP provided more than 2,500 anti-idling signs to Connecticut K-12 schools and nearly
80 percent of Connecticut school districts participated in the program. DEEP also distributed anti-idling
signs, posters, and informational brochures encouraging idling reduction.271
The Washington, D.C. metropolitan area also created a multi-jurisdictional idling reduction campaign to
address idling from heavy-duty vehicles. The Metropolitan Washington Council of Governments (COG),
Maryland Department of the Environment (MDE), District Department of the Environment (DDOE) and
the District Department of Transportation (DDOT) formed a Steering Committee to develop and
manage the project, which was paid for with funds from the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act
of 2009 (ARRA). Campaign content was developed by a marketing consultant and targeted trucking
and bus companies, related trade organizations, and business groups.272
Additionally, Maryland used DERA funds to start a Diesel Idling Reduction campaign to elevate
awareness of the financial and environmental benefits of diesel idle reduction and to encourage
compliance with idling regulations. The Campaign targeted diesel vehicle drivers, acknowledging and
rewarding those who comply with idling reduction laws. The program cost a total of $20,145.273
For policymakers considering implementing an anti-idling campaign, the U.S. Department of Energy’s Office of
Energy Efficiency & Renewable Energy administers IdleBox, an electronic education and outreach toolkit on
vehicle idling reduction. The toolkit offers resources to engage with and educate others on the value of idling
reduction. Resources include fact cards, tip sheets, posters, bumper stickers, outreach letter drafts, press releases,
pledge forms, and technical resources to calculate idling reduction savings.274

Transit Education Initiatives
Many states and municipalities also hope to increase public transit ridership. In addition to reduced GHGs and
improved air quality and traffic congestion, increased public transit ridership offers other benefits of increased
revenue for transit agencies and lowered overall cost per rider to the transit administrator.
Transit education campaigns serve to educate consumers about the different available methods of public
transportation and their associated benefits, including lower cost, avoided stress, and lower environmental
footprint. Campaigns are commonly deployed through print and/or digital advertisements, as well as through
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social media. Municipal and state policymakers can work with advertisement and communication firms to identify
target audiences, consisting of populations that might be more likely to consider public transit as an option
suitable for their daily lives. Educational campaigns can then be deployed to target selected audiences.

Case Study: Chicago “Ride On” Campaign
Chicago’s Ride On campaign provides an example of an effective education campaign in a very large
transit market. The regional transit system of Chicago is the nation’s third largest, with ridership of
more than two million people each day on bus and rail services in six counties. However, the Chicago
region is also the nation’s third-most congested. This is partially attributable to low rates of transit usage
by young adults in the Chicago area.275
To increase transit ridership and awareness of public transportation in the Chicago region, the Regional
Transportation Authority (RTA), in conjunction with the Chicago Transit Authority (CTA), and Metra and
Pace Suburban Bus, teamed up with a Chicago-based communications firm to launch a multi-year
marketing campaign. The campaign’s goal was to encourage more Chicago area residents to start
riding public transportation and ride more frequently.
The communications firm identified occasional riders and tourists aged 25-54 years old as primary
target audiences, with secondary audiences of reverse commuters and older adults. The strategy was
to highlight the benefits of public transportation by associating it with making the most of riders’ time,
money and lifestyle. The campaign would simultaneously highlight the “shared real-life pain points of
driving” through humorous, relatable messaging, and encourage consumers to take public transit to
take advantage of the benefits.
The agencies’ “Ride On” campaign featured traditional and digital ad content, including ads for cable
television, radio, social media, and digital billboards. After launching in January 2015, the campaign
was able to meet, or exceed, all performance targets. RTA has managed to successfully and effectively
resonate with their audience as they observed a usage rate of over half a million for their Trip Planner.
The campaign resulted in increased awareness of the viability of the Chicago region transit system, as
well as improvement in consumers’ perception of the system. 276
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Conclusion
This report outlines the significant latitude and range of policies that state and local governments can employ to
design a wide range of policies and programs that support and incentivize the use and deployment of advanced
transportation technologies and approaches. States and local governments can design policies to address specific
needs and goals of an area whether they pursue actions that govern vehicle operations, use, or movement; engage
in non-regulatory efforts as market participants; or establish emission standards and zero emission vehicle sales
requirements (through adopting California’s program).
The range of options discussed in this paper can result in important environmental and social justice benefits such
as pollution reduction, congestion reduction, and quality of life and economic productivity improvements. In
evaluating the potential polices and goals, states and local governments will also need to examine the
administrative requirements for various policy options and the time period to realize potential benefits.
Additionally, some policies generate funds that can be invested in transportation infrastructure, offset any
ratepayer impacts, or be directed to other programs that further reduce emissions, while other policies may require
more resources and investment from state and local governments. Thus, policymakers may look to consider the
opportunities for implementing complementary policies to generate needed funding to support continued
investment in an advanced transportation system.
States and local governments will also need to consider the legal authority to implement the policies. As
discussed, many of the polices explored in this paper do not directly set emission standards and thus can be
implemented consistent with state and local authorities. In doing so, states should be mindful of the need to root
their policies in justifications related to aggregate greenhouse gas emissions, reductions in conventional air
pollutants and broader public polices, rather than in fuel efficiency considerations or individual vehicle emissions,
where there may be somewhat greater constraints on state and local actions. State and local governments enjoy
substantial liberty to implement policies that promote clean transportation systems and advance environmental
and social outcomes.
Through the broad range of policies explored in this paper, policymakers can explore what opportunities exist for
their states and local governments to capture the benefits of advanced transportation system.
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Appendix: Legal Authority for State and Local Transportation Policies
As highlighted at the start of this paper, state and local governments enjoy substantial authority to encourage a
transition to advanced technology vehicles. These authorities, based on state and local legal authorities, allow
them to address and take a wide variety of actions, including those explored in this paper, to implement advanced
transportation policies that improve public health, reduce emissions, and further clean transportation technologies
and related socioeconomic and environmental outcomes.*
Even in the arena of pollution control, this availability of state and local authority largely holds true. While the
Clean Air Act generally preempts states and local governments from adopting and enforcing emission standards
and other emission-related requirements from new motor vehicles, such preemption does not extend to state and
local authority to regulate the use, operation, and movement of in-use motor vehicles. Furthermore, section
209(b) of the CAA [42 U.S.C. § 7543(b)] authorizes California to adopt and enforce its own new motor vehicle
emission standards and other emission related requirements, provided that it first obtains a waiver of preemption
from section 209(a) of the Clean Air Act [42 USC 7543(a)] from the EPA Administrator. Once California obtains
a waiver for specified emission standards, other states that are noncompliant with federal ambient air quality
standards may elect to adopt those waived standards as their own, provided such state standards are identical to
California’s standards. [CAA § 177 – 42 U.S.C. § 7507].
The advanced transportation policies identified in this paper should be legally permissible actions either because
they:
•
•
•
•
•

address local planning, educational efforts, or other policy arenas that are traditionally a matter of state or
local control;
simply limit the way that vehicles may be used in certain areas, a traditional authority that is specifically
reserved to state and local governments by section 209(d) of the Clean Air Act;
are regulatory actions that do not regulate tailpipe emissions directly, and therefore are not actions
prohibited by the Clean Air Act’s preemptive effect;
align with the special regulatory role that Congress has reserved for the State of California for the last
half century, as well as for any state that adopted a vehicle pollution control standard identical to
California’s; or
are non-regulatory actions that may be undertaken by state or local governments as proprietary market
participants.

Congress Explicitly Preserved State Authority to Regulate the Use, Operation, and
Movement of Motor Vehicles
The Clean Air Act addresses the air pollution challenge through a system of “cooperative federalism” that seeks
to balance uniform federal standards with a recognition of California’s unique standard-setting capabilities and
the traditional powers of states.277 The Clean Air Act also explicitly preserves state and local authority over the
use and operation of vehicles. For half a century, and through multiple revisions, Congress has had in place a
basic architecture for protecting public health from air pollution that depends upon dual federal and state
regulation under the Clean Air Act to deliver healthy air to the nation. Under this approach, the federal
government establishes nationwide public health air quality standards and the states retain the responsibility for
devising the strategies to meet these standards in a timely fashion.278 Indeed, “so long as the ultimate effect of the

*

This appendix does not evaluate state limits of authority or the need for a state or local authority to seek legislative approval.
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State’s choice of emissions limitations is compliance with the national standards for ambient air, the State is at
liberty to adopt whatever mix of emissions limitations it deems best suited to its particular situation.”279
Congress expressly preserved states’ and local governments’ rights to enact certain laws regulating motor vehicles
in Section 209(d) of the Clean Air Act. That provision states:
[n]othing in this title shall preclude or deny to any State or political subdivision the right otherwise
to control, regulate, or restrict the use, operation, or movement of registered or licensed motor
vehicles.280
Thus, state and local governments retain their authority “to continue regulating the way vehicles are used in local
areas.”281
Consistent with this broad state and local authority, Congress has allowed and even encouraged states to use a
wide range of innovative methods to meet their obligations under the Act. That statute specifies that a state can
implement programs for improved public transit, restrict certain roads and lanes for passenger buses or high
occupancy vehicles, and create traffic flow improvement programs that achieve emissions reductions.282
Likewise, states can create economic incentive programs that include “incentives and requirements to reduce
vehicle emissions.”283 Moreover, there is no doubt about the authority of states with serious, extreme, or severe
nonattainment areas to enforce enhanced vehicle inspection and maintenance programs and impose traffic control
measures on more heavily polluting vehicles. As the Air Quality Act Senate Report explained, the statute
provides “for Federal preemption of the right to set standards on new motor vehicles and new motor vehicle
engines only,” while including “[s]pecific language indicating the committee’s position on the rights of the
states to control the movement, operation, and use of licensed or registered vehicles.”284
For example, states have the authority to not only designate fees for vehicle purchase and registration—a common
approach—but also fees that apply to vehicle use.285 More broadly, as the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District
of Columbia Circuit has observed, “the longstanding scheme of motor vehicle emissions control has always
permitted the states to adopt in-use regulations—such as carpool lanes, restrictions on car use in downtown areas,
and programs to control extended idling of vehicles—that are expressly intended to control emissions.”286
Thus, actions which may have an effect on emissions, but do not directly set emissions standards, are not
excluded from state and local regulatory authority. Congress did not limit state and local authority in section
209(d) to actions “not affecting emissions,” which it plainly could have specified.287

Congress Limited Only State Standards Directly Controlling Tailpipe Emissions
The Clean Air Act, in Section 209, preempts state standards relating to motor vehicle emission controls for new
motor vehicles that are different from those promulgated by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA).
However, importantly, the scope of this preemption is bounded and subject to waiver for California standards, as
discussed further below. Section 209(a) of the Clean Air Act states:
No State or any political subdivision thereof shall adopt or attempt to enforce any standard relating
to the control of emissions from new motor vehicles or new motor vehicle engines subject to this
part.288
Congress thus ensured that the federal standards would be “both a floor and a ceiling” regarding tailpipe emission
controls.289
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“Preemption analysis ‘start[s] with the assumption that the historic police powers of the States were not to be
superseded by the Federal Act unless that was the clear and manifest purpose of Congress.’”290 “When . . .
Congress adopts a statute that provides a reliable indication of Congressional intent regarding preemption, the
scope of federal preemption is determined by the statute. . . . ‘Congress’ enactment of a provision defining the
pre-emptive reach of a statute implies that matters beyond that reach are not pre-empted.’”291
The effect of the Clean Air Act’s express preemption provision is relatively straightforward. “Where Congress or
a federal agency explicitly preempts state laws on a given subject, states are barred from adopting and enforcing
their own regulations.”292 Here, the Clean Air Act provides that its preemptive effect extends only to state motor
vehicle “standards” relating to the direct control of emissions, with important exceptions for California and
Section 177 states that are described further below.
Litigation before the Supreme Court has clarified that the term “standard” as it applies to emissions from motor
vehicles and motor vehicle engines under Title II of the Clean Air Act includes requirements that a vehicle or
engine must not emit more than a certain amount of a given pollutant, must be equipped with a certain type of
pollution-control device, or must have some other design feature related to the control of emissions. Thus, where
a regulation “neither dictates permissible pollutant levels nor mandates emission control technology,” it is not a
“standard” under section 209 of the Clean Air Act.293 For this reason, an incentive-based approach, such as
providing “head-of-the-line” privileges at any taxicab holding or dispatch area for compressed natural gas
vehicles, has been seen by courts as a permissible action that does not involve standard setting. 294
This definition of “standard” stems from a 2004 Supreme Court case holding that rules requiring operators of
certain fleets to buy cleaner-fueled vehicles for fleet replacement or additions constituted “standards” subject to
federal preemption.295 There, the South Coast Air Quality Management District had adopted rules requiring
operators of certain types of vehicular fleets—such as transit buses, trash trucks, airport shuttles and taxis, street
sweepers and heavy-duty utility trucks—to buy certain cleaner-fueled vehicles when replacing or adding to their
fleets. The Court found that these regulations were standards preempted by section 209. Thus, the Court not only
prohibited state mandates imposed on manufacturers, but those affecting the purchasers of vehicles as well,
regardless of whether the purchase requirements could be met without requiring manufacturers to alter the design
of their engines.296 The Court held that “a command, accompanied by sanctions, that certain purchasers may buy
only vehicles with particular emission characteristics is as much an ‘attempt to enforce’ a ‘standard’ as a
command, accompanied by sanctions, that a certain percentage of a manufacturer’s sales volume must consist of
such vehicles.”297, 298
Another consideration when enacting state-level policies related to motor vehicles is that alongside the Clean Air
Act’s limits on emission controls, the Energy Policy and Conservation Act (EPCA) also imposes certain limits on
state fuel efficiency regulations. EPCA requires the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA)
to set Corporate Average Fuel Economy (CAFE) standards. EPCA prohibits states or political subdivisions from
adopting or enforcing fuel economy standards for automobiles covered by federal standards.299 Notwithstanding
that express preemption, the Supreme Court has recognized that that the Clean Air Act “creates a statutory
obligation wholly independent of DOT’s mandate to promote energy efficiency.”300 Employing this rationale,
courts have declined to impose EPCA’s preemption provisions in the context of evaluating state clean air motor
vehicle regulatory actions.301 Thus, state and local actions affecting emissions, rather than efficiency levels,
should be subject to analysis under the Clean Air Act’s preemption provisions.
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Caselaw underscores the importance of clarifying the distinction between EPCA and the Clean Air Act in
enacting state and local governmental action. For example, courts have struck local regulations that would have
regulated the hybrid vehicle composition of private taxi fleets.302 These cases turned on the regulations’ rationale
related to fuel efficiency that implicated the broader EPCA preemption provision,303 rather than on a Clean Air
Act rationale. These holdings suggest that in-use restrictions tailored to emissions reductions, such as preferential
pick up and drop off lanes favoring advanced technology vehicles may have an advantage in avoiding issues of
preemption.
In the recently proposed SAFE Rule, EPA and NHTSA have argued that EPCA preempts all state standards that
“relate to” fuel economy standards, including preempting state GHG emission standards because they are
“unavoidably and overwhelming dependent upon substantially increasing fuel economy standards.” The proposal
states that NHTSA and EPA disagree with the decisions by two federal district courts that held the opposite: that
the GHG emission standards in Vermont and California were not preempted under EPCA (Green Mountain
Chrysler v. Crombie and Central Valley Chrysler-Jeep, Inc. v. Goldstone). The proposal further states that the
decisions “erroneously concluded that ‘related to’ language in EPCA’s preemption clause should be construed
‘very narrowly’” and that the courts failed to recognize case law relating to the broad effect of other preemption
provisions.304 If EPA finalizes the SAFE Rule as proposed, it is expected that stakeholders will challenge these
arguments, and a court would need to consider this caselaw.

State Vehicle Emissions Standards: California’s Unique Role and Opportunities for
Other States
Congress has granted California broad latitude to undertake motor vehicle emissions control and recognized the
authority of other states to be able to align their actions with California. The Clean Air Act expressly authorizes
California to impose its own standards, for which EPA must waive preemption unless the Administrator makes
certain statutory findings.305
EPA is required to grant a waiver unless it finds that: (1) “the
determination of the state is arbitrary and capricious,” (2) “such
State does not need such State standards to meet compelling and
extraordinary conditions,” or (3) “such State standards and
accompanying enforcement procedures are not consistent with
section 7521(a) of this title”306 (which courts have read to mean
that there must be adequate “lead time to permit the development
of technology necessary to meet the proposed requirements,
giving appropriate consideration to the cost of compliance within
[the proposed] time frame”307).
These narrow grounds are the exclusive reason for which EPA
may reject a waiver request. As the U.S. Court of Appeals for the
District of Columbia Circuit has remarked, Congress “has also
provided that EPA is not to overturn California’s judgment
lightly,” and that “California is to have the broadest possible
discretion in selecting the best means to protect the health of its
citizens.”308
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“The Committee amendment
is intended to ratify and
strengthen the California
waiver provision and to affirm
the underlying intent of that
provision, i.e., to afford
California the broadest
possible discretion in
selecting the best means to
protect the health of its
citizens and the public
welfare.”
U.S. Congress, House Committee Report,
1977

California’s unique authority can be understood in the context of the broader goals and history of the Clean Air
Act. Courts have explained that history as follows:
As originally introduced in the Senate, the Air Quality Act of 1967 did not contain an express
preemption provision, though the topic of preemption quickly arose and immediately became the
object of intense debate. The debate sharpened the differences between the states, which wanted
to preserve their traditional role in regulating motor vehicles, and the manufacturers, which wanted
to avoid the economic disruption latent in having to meet fifty-one separate sets of emissions
control requirements. The bill that emerged from the Senate Committee contained a compromise:
Subsection (a) preempted state programs of emissions control for new motor vehicles; subsection
(b) provided an exception for California if that State determined that its standards would be “more
stringent” than applicable federal standards. The Senate Committee explained: “On the question
of preemption, representatives of the State of California were clearly opposed to displacing the
State’s right to set more stringent standards to meet peculiar local conditions. The auto industry
conversely was adamant that the nature of their manufacturing mechanism required a single
national standard in order to eliminate undue economic strain on the industry. The committee has
taken cognizance of both of these points of view. Senator Murphy convinced the committee that
California's unique problems and pioneering efforts justified a waiver of the preemption section to
the State of California. S. Rep. No. 403, 90th Cong., 1st Sess. 33 (1967).
...
According to the Committee, the advantages of the California exception included the benefits for
the Nation to be derived from permitting California to continue its experiments in the field of
emissions control, benefits the Committee recognized might “require new control systems and
design,” id. and the benefits for the people of California to be derived from letting that State
improve on “its already excellent program” of emissions control, id. . . .
Congress had an opportunity to restrict the waiver provision in making the 1977 amendments, and
it instead elected to expand California's flexibility to adopt a complete program of motor vehicle
emissions control. Under the 1977 amendments, California need only determine that its standards
will be “in the aggregate, at least as protective of public health and welfare than applicable Federal
standards,” rather than the “more stringent” standard contained in the 1967 Act. This change
originated in the House. The House Committee Report explained: “The Committee amendment is
intended to ratify and strengthen the California waiver provision and to affirm the underlying intent
of that provision, i.e., to afford California the broadest possible discretion in selecting the best
means to protect the health of its citizens and the public welfare.” H.R. Rep. No. 294, 95th
Cong., 1st Sess. 301-02 (1977), U.S. Code Cong. & Admin. News 1977, p. 1380 (emphasis
added).309
Indeed, much of the thrust of the Clean Air Act’s structure and legislative history has been “to ensure that the
federal government did not second-guess state policy choices.”310
In addition to recognizing California's leadership and capabilities in establishing motor vehicle emissions
controls, Congress also sought to recognize that State's unique air quality challenges. This recognition has
consistently animated EPA’s review of California’s waiver application. EPA, for example, acknowledged that
this concern extends to the impacts of climate change in its 2013 evaluation of a California wavier application:
Record-setting fires, deadly heat waves, destructive storm surges, loss of winter snowpack—
California has experienced all of these in the decade and will experience more in the coming
decades. California’s climate— much of what makes the state so unique and prosperous—is already
changing, and those changes will only accelerate and intensify in the future. Extreme weather will
be increasingly common as a result of climate change. In California, extreme events such as floods,
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heat waves, droughts and severe storms will increase in frequency and intensity. Many of these
extreme events have the potential to dramatically affect human health and well-being, critical
infrastructure and natural systems.311

States Aligning with California Standards
States have the authority to adopt the California emission standards under the Clean Air Act section 177. States
that do so are informally referred to as “Section 177 States.” Such states are not required to seek EPA approval
before adopting California’s standards provided that California has obtained a waiver from the EPA for the
specific standard. However, states must remain mindful of the identicality requirement to qualify for this
provision.312
A coalition of states began adopting California’s more stringent vehicle emissions standards in the early 1990s. 313
As of June 2018, 13 states and Washington, D.C. have adopted or intend to adopt at least some aspect of
California’s more stringent emissions standards,* and depending on the federal government’s decision related to
the federal standards for model year 2021 and 2022 through 2025 as well as the Administration’s decision on
whether to revoke California’s waiver to establish GHG emissions standards for years 2021 and beyond, other
states may decide to evaluate the benefits as well as the need to defend their authority of doing so. 314 These states
collectively comprise a significant portion of the market—approximately 35 percent—and can have a notable
impact on the approach that automakers take to the design, production, and marketing of their vehicles.315

Congressional Prohibitions on A “Third Car” Do Not Pertain to Non-Regulatory
Activities of State and Local Governments Acting as Market Participants
State and local actions that govern internal operations as a market participant, such as local governmental fleet
purchasing rules, are not subject to analysis as regulatory actions and the consequent preemptive effects. Recent
caselaw has clarified that preemption does not apply because the governmental entity is acting as a market
participant.
The court cases finding preemption discussed above are not to the contrary—they similarly recognized that nonregulatory governmental actions may not implicate emissions standard setting. In the South Coast case, the
Supreme Court remanded for further consideration of whether some of the rules may be characterized as internal
state purchasing decisions. Likewise, state purchasing programs that do not impose regulatory requirements—
either because they provide for voluntary incentives or because they affect purely internal government operating
decisions—are likely permissible under the Supreme Court’s reading of Section 209(a).316,317
On remand in the Engine Manufacturers case, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit more clearly
spelled out this market participant doctrine. As that court explained,
Actions taken by a state or its subdivision as a market participant are generally protected from
federal preemption. The doctrine was originally developed in a series of dormant Commerce
Clause cases. In Hughes v. Alexandria Scrap Corp., 426 U.S. 794 (1976), the Supreme Court held
that Maryland did not violate the Commerce Clause by favoring in-state processors of scrap metal
when participating in the market for scrap metal. Id. at 809-10. . . . The Court stated that in market

*

These states include Colorado, Connecticut, Delaware, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, New Jersey, New York, Oregon, Pennsylvania,
Rhode Island, Vermont, and Washington.
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participant cases, courts undertake “a single inquiry: whether the challenged program constituted
direct state participation in the market.” Id. at 435 n. 7.
After the development of the market participant doctrine in these dormant Commerce Clause cases,
the Supreme Court and the lower federal courts have applied the doctrine to protect proprietary
state action from preemption by various federal statutes. See, e.g., Building & Constr. Trades
Council v. Associated Builders & Contractors (“Boston Harbor”), 507 U.S. 218, 226-27 (1993)
(National Labor Relations Act); Tocher, 219 F.3d at 1048-50 (Federal Aviation Administration
Authorization Act of 1995 (“FAAA”)); Associated Gen. Contractors v. Metro. Water Dist., 159
F.3d 1178, 1183 (9th Cir. 1998) (Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974). In the
statutory preemption context, the market participant doctrine is based on the proposition that “preemption doctrines apply only to state regulation.” Boston Harbor, 507 U.S. at 227. “Not all actions
by state or local government entities . . . constitute regulation, for such an entity, like a private
person, may buy and sell or own and manage property in the marketplace.” Sprint Spectrum L.P.
v. Mills, 283 F.3d 404, 417 (2d Cir. 2002). Thus, even where a federal statute pre-empts state
regulation in an area, state action in that area is not preempted so long as it is proprietary rather
than regulatory.318
In applying these principles, the Ninth Circuit held that significant portions of the Fleet Rules at issue in the case
were permissible as non-regulatory proprietary actions. The court found that “these provisions directing state and
local governmental entities to purchase, procure, lease, or contract for use of vehicles meeting specified air
pollution criteria constitute direct state participation in the market.”319 Nor was that court dissuaded from this
conclusion by the existence of enforcement mechanisms to ensure compliance with these requirements.320 These
subsequent cases demonstrate the relatively limited effect of the Supreme Court’s decision and the relative
consistency of court interpretations of state and local authorities under the Clean Air Act, as well as an enhanced
understanding of the permissible grounds on which state actions may still have significant motor vehicles
emissions reduction consequences. These cases clarify that actions that are internal fleet procurement decisions
would not run afoul of any preemption concerns.
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invoking the force and effect of law (such as criminal sanctions), when it was addressing emissions and safety consequences of
drayage truck operations. See American Trucking Ass’ns v. City of Los Angeles, 569 U.S. 641. 133 S.Ct. 2096 (2013) (under FAA
Authorization Act of 1994).
Engine Mfrs. Assn v. SCAQMD, 498 F.3d 1031, 1040-41 (9th Cir. 2007). The Ninth Circuit also indicated that this analysis would
apply to localities. It noted that, “[a]long with three other circuits, we have held that the market participant doctrine’s protection of
state proprietary action includes proprietary action by states’ political subdivisions. Big Country Foods, Inc. v. Bd. of Educ., 952
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319
320

F.2d 1173, 1178-79 (9th Cir. 1992); accord Nat'l Solid Waste Mgmt. Ass'n v. Williams, 146 F.3d 595, 599-600 (8th Cir. 1998); Smith
Setzer & Sons, Inc. v. S.C. Procurement Review Panel, 20 F.3d 1311, 1319-20 (4th Cir. 1994); Trojan Techs., Inc. v. Pennsylvania,
916 F.2d 903, 911 (3d Cir. 1990); see also City of Columbus, 536 U.S. at 437 ("The principle is well settled that local governmental
units are created as convenient agencies for exercising such of the governmental powers of the State as may be entrusted to them in
its absolute discretion.") (quoting Wis. Pub. Intervenor v. Mortier, 501 U.S. 597, 607-08 (1991)); Bldg. & Constr. Trades Dep't,
AFL-CIO v. Allbaugh, 295 F.3d 28, 34 (D.C. Cir. 2002) (upholding under market participant doctrine a rule prohibiting federal
agencies and entities receiving federal construction funds from requiring contractors to enter, or prohibiting them from entering,
project labor agreements). But see W.C.M. Window Co. v. Bernardi, 730 F.2d 486, 495-96 (7th Cir. 1984) (as amended) (holding
that state regulation did not fall within market participant exception because it was not limited to the state's contracts, but also
included those of local government entities).”
Id. at 1045.
Id.
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